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:PREFACE
The present paper deals with the introduction of a generalized type concept in high-level programming languages,
modelled on the class concept of the programming language
Simula.
In the first chapter the idea of a programming language
type and its associated primitive operations are explored
in some detail. The second chapter establishes a basis
for the definition of types and primitive operations within
a language, with particular emphasis on types which require
a fairly large amount of storage for the representation of
a variable . In ch. 3 this basis is extended by considering
subtypes analogous to subclasses in Simula, and in ch. 4
families of similar types are considered by introducing
parametrized type- or family definitions.
This document is a thesis for the cand. real degree at the
University of Oslo. The work has been carried out while
the author has been engaged at the EDB-Center at the university, and from may 73, at the Institute of Mathematics,
Dept. of Computer Science.
The author is indebted to prof . Ole-Johan Dahl for a series
of fruitful discussions . Indeed, parts of this paper would
have appeared quite different without his inspiring assistance. Thanks also go to my wife for typing the paper .
Blindern,January 1974
Arne Wang
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CHAPTER

1

I NT RODUC T I ON

The idea of a type is familiar to most programmers as the
potential range of values which can be taken by a variable or
expression j_n a program . Similar to the type concept of mathematical logic, a programming language type may basically
also be recognized as the collection of arguments to which
an operation can be meaningfully applied (see e.g.Whitehead
& Russel
[1] ). Iu contrast to the types of logic, however,
those of a programming language are introduced for somewhat
different, or rather additional reasons; the very justification for the existence of such languages being that programs
written in them can actually be run on a computer. This, in
a qualitatively different manner, brings into the focus of
considerations the need for concrete physical representations
of the abstract values operated upon by a program. Conversely,
the concrete operations performed by a computer are not themselves particularily meaningful to us, unless they can be interpreted as operations on abstract values. In a programming
language, parts of this representation/interpretation may be
left entirely at the responsibility of a compiler or interpreter,
by explicitly associating a unique type with each language
construction which identifies an abstract value. In a particular implementation of the language each type will determine
a set cf concrete representations for the corresponding range
of abstract values, and normally the programmer need not worry
about the details of this correspondence . Moreover, the definition of the types (i.e. the correspondence) will usually
be outside t he scope of the language and thereby ineffectable
by the programmer.
In this paper we shall investigate how a generalized type
concept may be incorporated in a programrning language, allowing
the programmer to define his own specially purposed types.

- 6 -

Evidently ,this will force us, at least to some extent, to
bring back into the light some questions of representations
since they will then be under the control of the programmer.
As a basis for our investigation we shall lean heavily on
Hoare [2], whose framework in turn is based on the classconcept of Simula [3]. In fact the two first chapters
of this paper merely explores in more detail certain aspects
of [2]. In ch. 3 and 4 we proceed to explore some of the
formal and practical problems of extending this basis along
language-construction-lines familiar from Simula. Befo:;:-e we
plunge into the main stream of investigations, we shall,
however, attempt to clarify what we understand by a type, this
after all being our fundamental concept.

... 7 -

1 •1 •

The Type Concept in Frogramming Languages

With reference to the introductory discussion we agree that
a type determines:

'J of

1)

A set

abstract values called the abstract space.

2)

A set bof concrete representations called
the concrete space.

3)

A mapping
mapping.

Afrom gonto ~ called

the abstraction

The abstraction mapping thus associates to each representation
C E (; a unique value
C) E rs .
In general the mapping
will not be one-one, i.e. we do not require an abstract value to
have a unique representation. In a ones-complement implementation of (a subset of) the integers for example, we do not
distinguish abstractly between the concrete values "+0" and
11 -0 11 ,
i.e. "all zeros" and "all ones". We shall in the following refer to abstract values and concrete values (or representations) whenever we want to be explicit about the different
space memberships. By the unspecified 11 value 11 we shall in
general mean the dual concept of a representation and its associated image under the abstraction mapping, and we shall say
that the value belongs to the associated type. Observe that
several types may have (partly) the same abstract space, and
that an abstract value thus not necessarily belongs to the
abstract space of a unique type. This is relevant whenever
we want to implement a given abstract concept in two different
ways for different applications within the same program.

A(

1,1.7.

The Abstract Space

Our notion of "abstract" values is justified by that these
values constitute abstractions of objects or phenomena of the

- 8 -

real world,which in fact makes it possible to apply the results
obtained by a program execution to real world situations and
problems . Usually an abstract value (i.e.abstraction) will
not correspond to a unique object or phenomenon but to a whole
collection of such. Moreover, we shall assume that the abstract
space is determined by the set of real world elements which
satisfy a given set of axioms e,xpressing the relevant properties
of the elements. Ea0h abstract value thus corresponds to,
or covers, an equivalence class of real world elements which
are not discriminated by the axioms.

The Concrete Space
Up till now we have spoken rather unprecisely about the concrete
space or the set of representati ons. Although our starting
point was the need for some physical representation of our
abstract concepts suited for computer manipulation, these
(real world) representations are hopelessly inconvenient to
deal with for our present and later purposes. It is generally
more fruitful to consider the representations themselves as
abstract values, i .e. as abstractions of the actual physical
ones. For example, we prefer to think of a binary integer representation as an abstract sequence of bits, rather than e.g.
an array of magnetization states of ferrite cores.

- 9 -

1.2.

Operations and Axiomatization

In our descussion of the abstract space we have already mentioned
that the relevant properties of the abstract values will be
expressed by axioms reflecting properties of the real world
objects or phenomena that the abstraction covers. Such axioms
are expressed by prescribing certain relationships between
the abstract values or the effect of certain primitive operations
on them. Conversely, the axioms can be said to define these
primitive operations and relations on the space. In this paper
we shall tend to consider relations as Boolean operations, and
we may thus in the following restrict ourselves to operations
exclusively. We shall refer to these basic operations as the
abstract primitives. They constitute the basic tools, in terms
of which we usually prefer to think and formulate the problems
and postulates of our programs.
In general it may be neither necessary nor convenient to implement the abstract primitives, i.e. as operations applicable in
a program. Instead we may choose to implement some other abstract
operations which are better suited for our practical applications, and we shall henceforth refer to these operations as
the application primitives. For example, the addition operation
for the usual type "real" is not the same as the mathematically
axiomatized one, due to rounding off effects. Typically, the
choice of application primitives will be dictated by efficiency
considerations subject to our knowledge about the representations,
or to put it another way; these operations should be primitive,
i.e. simple, not only with respect to their abstract properties
but also in their .implementation and execution.
It is understood that all the relevant operations needed in a
program may be defined in terms of the application primitives,
or conversely, that a chosen set of application primitives
determines the possible collection of such operations. Moreover,

by definition we take the set of application primitives to be
those operations which have been defined (programmed) explicitly in terms of operations on the concrete space, i.e.
operations which make explicit use of the representations.
Observe that we make no assumption about whether the set of
application primitives is "minimal" or not, i.e. we allow a
primitive to be ~abstractly) defineable in terms of other
primitives of these.me type. Fer example, we consider multiplication of integers as an application primitive even though
it may be defined in terms of addition.
The application primitives explicitly reflect our interpretation of a type as constituted by two spaces & and 'f ; on
one hand an application primitive f: T ➔ U for types T and
determines an operation on the concrete spaces,

on the other, its abstract effect is given by some operation
on the abstract spaces

where

f~

and

f~

are related by:

In fact, setting out to implement the abstract operation fo/,
this propositi on is what we must prove in order to establish
the correctness of the implementation.
It should be noted that an arbitrarily implemented concrete
function does not necessarily de·:;ermine an abstract function,
since the abstraction mappings are not required to be one-one .
Consider for example the conc rete operation 11 sign(i) 11 on a
ones-complement representation of the integers,which inter-

u,

-

11 -

prets 11 -0 11 as negative and 11 +0 11 as positive. Clearly this
operation is not well-defined, i.e.functional, for the abstract
argument 0.
Since, by definition, the application primitives are the only
operations which explicitly refer to the representation of a
type we may, once they have been implemented, forget about
the representation, at least as far as the abstract effect of
our program is concerned . In particular , this means that in
the (hopefully) major part of a program, outside the application
primitive declarations, there is for abstract purposes no
need to distinguish bet ween a type T and its abstract space jT.
In an Algol program ~tis, for example, usually irrelevant to
distinguish between the type integer and the abstract set of
integers (within the implementation defined boundaries).
With refer e~ce to the above operations f and f <J we shall
therefore frequently say that f ~ is a T ➔ U operation instead
of the formally correct: f CJ: CST ➔ ~u· The only fact
which reveals the difference between a type T and its ~ T is
that, in a program, we may only refer to the application primitives and not the abstract ones unless they are implemented.
We end this section by briefly discussing two alternative
ways of establishing the consistency of the implementation of
a set of application primitives . In both cases we depend formally
on a slightly different interpretation of a type than the
one stated at the qe~inning of this chapter.
In certain contexts it is mentally
abstraction mapping associate with
valence class of elements from the
a unique abstract value . Formally,
"equivalence mapping"

p

I:,:
1

where

convenient to let the
each representation, an equiabstract space, rather than
we may then define an

CP

j ➔

g' is the relevant collection of equivalence classes in

:f .

- - 12 -

The abstraction mapping will now be of the form

Suppose we have implemented some application primitive with
the concrete effect

and the (expected) abstract one

What we must prove is then

Consider for example a conseptually integral type with the only
application primitives
odd(x)

and

plus (x,y),

with the expected abstract effects:
X:E1

(mod 2)

and

X

+ y

respectively. Obviously the concrete space need only consist
of two elements (i.e.one bit) signifying 11 odd 11 and "even".
In this case the intermediate abstract space~• consists of
the two equivalence classes of integers modulo 2.
The above analysis as a whole depends on that our abstract
space conforms to some well -established axiomatized theory.
In designing programming language types it is believed that
this will often not be the case, and we shall then have great
difficulties in even recognizing what the abstract space really
is.

- 13 -

An alternative solution to establish a "consistency of the
implementation" for such types is to axiomatize the application
primitives directly, by prescribing and proving their mutual
effect, thereby implicitly defining the abstract space. Notice
that in this cas e the abstract primitives by definition coincide with the application primitives. Of course this approach
may be used also in our previously discussed situations. For
example, for the integer type we must prove that the implemented operations +,-, e tc. actually satisfy the axioms of an
integral domain, i.e. that+ is commutative and associative etc.

- 14 -

1.3.

Variables and Modifying Operations.

The concept of a variable is f.undamental in most programming
languages; in a sense it carries the very essence of programming.
In particular, our variables differ dramatically from those
of mathematics and logic, in that they constitute items which
actually take different values d~r:img a dynamic computing
pro c ess, i.e. our variabl es are not mere syntactical aids to
represent some values in a po tential instance of a formula.
This difference is pronounced by the introduction of the
assignment operator, : =, which is meaningless in the context
of a methematical formula. In fact, the operation requires
the introduction of a "non-mathematical" axiom, as e.g. that
of Hoare [7], whic h refl ects the dynamic or varying aspect
of a variable.
It is natural t o include the assignment operation as an abstract
primitive applicable to any abstract variable, moreover, it is
evidently sufficient to let t his be or..ly abstract primitive
which alters the value of a variable. Traditionally we refer
to constructions involving the assignment operation as statements
rather than formulas, and we introduce the familiar contextsensitive interpretation of variable identifiers. For example, in
i

:= j+k

the occurrence of i denotes the variable "i" as such, while
the occurrences of j and k denote the values of the corresponding variables at the instant of an execution of the statement. It is conveni ent to use the variable identifiers of a
program dire c tly in mathematical formulas, in whi c h case they
are interpreted as variables in the usual mathematical sense.
Notice, however, that such formulas in general only apply
meaningfully to certain points in the program text. For example,
the propositional formula i = j+k expresses a relationship
between the values of the variables after an execution of the
above statement whic h is not necessarily true prior to such an
execution.

- 15 As with the abstract primitives in the previous section, it
is not always desireable to implement the assignment operation
also as an application primitive. Instead, we may find it
more suitable to implement other (or additional) primitives
to modify the value of a program variable of a given type.
In the case of usual integer variables it may for example be
useful to implement the abstract operation
i

:= i+j

directly as a primitive, with e.g. the notation:
i

:+ j

We shall in the following refer to such primitives (or ope~
rations in general) as modifying ones, in contrast to the
non-modifying ones considered in the previous section.
An application primitive P(t) which modifies the variable

of type T reflects operations on ~T

and ~T

t

given by

and

where t0 and t , denote the associated concrete and abstract
aspects of t re spec ti vely, and where t~ =
(ta, ) is universally
valid. As in the previous section the operations fg and f~
must no w (be proved to) satisfy the condition:

AT

Notice that the consistency criterion has been reduced to a
relation between usual mathemati0al functions not involving

- 16 the assignment operation .
For reasons similar to those given in the previous section,
we shall frequently ignore to distinguish between a variable
t and its abstract aspect t~ , and thus state e.g.

:P(t)

i

= t :=

f(t).

- 17 1.4.

Notation.

It should be noted that this paper does not suggest the definition of "yet another programming language", but merely investigates and describes means for incorporati1~g a generalized
type concept in a (possibly excisting) language. The various
constructions will therefore be introduced in an informal
way rather than through elaborate syntactical definitions.
Examples will be given in a Fascal [4] - like notation,
using language constructions familiar to most programmers.
Spe cifically, the notation for variable declarations and parameter specifications of Pascal lends themselves for our purposes
more conveniently than e.g . those of Algol. We thus write
var t : T,
u,v : U;
where T and U identify types. Userdefined types are introduced by declarations of the general form:
~

T =

(type definition).

Procedures will be declared by the notation indicated below.
proc P(q1,q2:T, r:U) : V = (procedure body)
where T and U identify the types of the parameters, and V the
type of the (functional) procedure. It is understood that either
parameter sequence or functional type specification, or both,
may be missing.
At last we state as a matter of advice or opinion, that the
introduction of types as it will be elaborated here, should
be accompanied by means for evaluating procedures by textual
substitution as described in Algol [5], in addition to the

- 18

usual subroutine invocation mechanisms. In our examples we
shall indicate textual substitution procedures bt writing macro
in stead of proc. More frequently, however, we shall use the
neutral £E_ to cover both possibilities.

CHAPTER 2

HIERARCHIAL DEFINITION OF TYPES

Wllile discussing tbe properties of the concrete space of a
type (sec.1.1.2) we found it convenient to consider abstract
sets of representations. Providing means for defining types
within a programming language itself, we must als o be able to
deal with such abstract representations within that very language. It is thus natural to let the concrete space of a defined type consist of (collections of) values from other types,
the actual "concrete " r epresentations thereby being implicitly
defined through these r epresentation-types. In order to
avoid circular recursive definitions we shall in the following
restrict ourselves t o consider hierarchically constructed types,
where each type may be defined (represented). only in terms
of types defined at l ower (previous) levels cf the hierarchy.
The bottom of the hierarchy is constituted by one or several
types, known as the basi c types,whose definitions are outside
the s co pe of the language, in terms of types like "bitsequence"
not accessible to the pr ogrammer. We thereby exclude the possibility of a type defined in terms of itself and have once
and for all avoided the present context paralled to the Russel
paradox.

2 • -r •

The Basic Types

In the following we shall assume the excistence of three basic
types:
real, i n teger and Boolean
with their usual abstract interpretation, and to which a standard
set of basic a pplication primitives apply; the arithmetic

- 20 -

operations to real and integer, the logical operations to Boolean,
and the assignment operation to variables of all three types.
Notice that also these basic primitives must be defined outside
the scope of the language since they op erate on w idden" representations.
In addition to the basic types we shall also assume that there
exists an array concept which we shall denote

[n]T
where n identifies the (intergral) number of components of
type T of the array. Variables introduced by e.g.

~ A : [10]real ,
may be indexed in the ordinary way from 1 to the specified
number of components. Formally, the array mechanism may be
thought of as a whole collection of potential types, each with
an abstract space corresponding to the set of all possible mappings from the index set to the (abstract space of the) type
uf the array components. We shall therefore refer to this latter
type as the range type of the array. In standard mathematical
notation the above variable declaration correspondes to
A : ( 1 , 10 )-,. re al

Observe t hat with this int erpretation A ranges over a set of
mappings.
It should be noted that the array mechanism does not itself
constitute a basic type, but rather a basic constructive for
defining special kinds of new types in terms of previously defined ones.

2.2

Higher-Level Types.

Some major restrictions remain to be stated before we proceed
along the lines of Hoare ( 2] . In the following we shall
restrict ourselves to consider types whose concrete spaces of
representations constitute (subspaces of) cartesian product
types; i.e. where all the representations for a gives type
are values of some fixed cartesian product type. This means
that all the representations of a type will have, roughly speaking, the same structure. A consequence of this is that storage f 0r variables of our types may be allocated contiguously in
the local workspace of their declaration environments, i.e. that
no pointer representation is needed, provided, of course, that
the components of a representation can be implemented in this
way. With our choise of "basic types" this is clearly possible
with exception of arrays if the array-bound is allowed to be
non-literal, in which case the amount of storage needed for an
array variable cannot be determined at compile- time.
We shall, furthermore, restrict our interest to generalized types
whose representations are "fairly large", and we shall henceforth refer to them as large - types, in contrast to e.g. the
basic ones. In the following this will determine our attitude
towards some of the mechanisms or constructions usually found
in a programming language. In particular, we shall normally
not be interested in implementing the abstract assignment operati on because it fo r large-types constitutes a time consuming
operation. Rather we prefer t o introduce operations which modify only a small part of a representation, i.e. only a few of
the components of a variable . The array types should in this
respect usually be thought of as large-types. Notice, in particular, that the assignment operati on in most Algol-liKe languages is not applicable t o an array as a whole, but only to the
individual components, i.e. t o subscripted variables.
We

shall thus consider types

T

on some abstract space ~

- 22 -

e

and a concrete one
CT X T x-----~T
where each of the T. 's
l
1
2
n
are previously defined types. The abstraction mapping associates
with each value (v : T , v : T , -----,vn; Tn) E ~, a
2
2
1
1
unique abstract value ..4-(v , v 2 , ----,vn) E
1
It is emphasized thatTis not itself considered a cartesian
product type in the sense of e.g. Hoare (6] and Pascal [4),
but merely represented in terms cf one. Moreover , it is our
objective to conceal the presence c f this representation as
far as possible, so that in a larger part of a program we
may think in terms of the abstract concepts of ~ .

We now proceed to illustrate the observations of ch.1 with
the smallintset example of Hoare [2).
Consider an abstract program operating en sets of integers.
It is known (or decided) that we shall not deal with sets
of more than 100 elements and we may thus restrict our abstract
space ~ to the collection of integer-sets with cardinality
not greater than 100. Such sets may be represented in terms
of the cartesian product type
(m: integer, S : [100] integer)
with the abstraction mapping

It is furthermore known that the operations needed by the
abstract program may be c onveniently represented (programmed)
in terms of tlle application primitives.
11

the number of elements in

11

is

i

an element of

t"

t?"

"insert i as an element of t
(if it is not already there)"

- 23 "remove the element
if it is a member"
for set-variables

t and integers

i from

t

i.

For theoretical manipulations these primitives are more conveniently expressed in terms of the abstract primitives of
set theory, i.e. union, intersection, etc. We thus rephrase
the application primitives:
11

cardinal(t) 11

"i E t"
11

t := t u {i

l

II

11

t := t - {i

l

II

respectively.
These operations may be implemented by operator declarations
local to a type declaration analogous to a Simula class
declaration, as outlined by Hoare:
smallintset =
begin var m: integer, S : [100] integer;
2.E. si~e : integer= size := m;
2.E. has (i : integer) : Boolean=
begin Y.§£ j : integer;
has := true;
for j:= 1 tom do
if S (j] = i then goto endhas;
has : = false;
endhas: end has;

~

- 24 -

insert (i: integer)=
begin var j : integer;
for j := 1 1£ m do
if S (j] = i then goto endinsert;
m := m+1; S [m] := i;
endinsert : ~ insert;
_££ remove (i : integer)=
begin~ j : integer;
for j := 1 tom do if S (j] = i then
begin S [j] := S [m]; m := m-1;
goto endremove end;
endremove : end remove;
m := 0; comment ini tiali ·:,e to empty set
smallintset;
_££

end

Parameters of the basic types are assumed to be called-by~
value in the Algol sense; questions concerning large-type
parameters are postponed to later sections. It is convenient
to allow a (statement part) in a type declaration to establish
an initial value of each variable of the type. In this case
we initialize to the empty set.
Variables of type smallintset may be declared in the ordinary
way e.g.
var t : smallintset,
whereby the statements of the typebody are invoked to initialize
the variable t . A suitable notation, applicable to type declarations, may be introduced to indicate whether the statement
body should be invoked in a macro- or procedure fashion.
Such variables may be regarded as instances of the type declaration, and the declared local primitives of a variable are
accessed by "dot notation", e.g.
t.size

t.insert(j)

- 25 whereby the corresponding operator is activated in the environment (type instance) determined by t . A construction of the
form (variable identifier).(operator identifier) is known
as a remote operator, or a remote function.
In general the abstract consistency of the application primitives will be subjected to subsidiary conditions. For the
insertion primitive to be well-defined it is obviously necessary
to require that the final vailiue of t actually is a member of
the abstract space
This may be formulated as a precondition on the abstract description of the primitive

1.

cardinal (t U {i\)

~

100

~

t.insert (i) = t := t U {i\.

The precondition has to be satisfied prior to any application
of the insert operation.
It is interesting to notice that preconditions to some e.x tent
may be substituted by explicitly programmed checks within the
relevant operators . For our insert we might e.g.have implemented:

.£P. insert ( i : integer)~
begin var j : integer;
for j := 1 tom do
if S[m] = i then goto endinsert;
if m = 100 then error ("more than 100 elements")
else begin m := m+1; S(m]:= i end;
endinsert : end insert;
"Removing" the procondition, our program proofs will then be
subjected to the general condition "that the program terminates
normally. 11
It should be noted that the abstraction mapping;-4 is not
required to be defined on the whole of the cartesian product

- 26 type in question. The relevant subset may be expressed as a
condition on the ccmpcnents of the representation. In the
case of smallintset this condition is
0 ~

Ill ~

100

In addition, the implementation of the application primitives
may require some relation to be satisfied between the components, which further restricts the representation domain.
In our example the correctness of "size" and "remove" depends
on the assumption that the elements S[2], -----, S[m] are all
different. The following condition must therefore be satisfied
in order that our implementation shall be consistent.
I ( m, s) : 0

s- m s-

100

&

\J i , j

( 1 5 i <j

~

m ::)

S[ i] ~ SL j

J)

This condition must be proved invariant under any operation
which alters the values of the components m or S of a variable.
It will henceforth be referred t o as the invariant condition
or simply the invariant of the type. In general such invariance
will depend on certain conditions being satisfied prior to the
execution of an operation. For 11 insert(i) 11 we depend on the
precondition
:P(m,S,i) : m < 100

v

3k

( 1 < k < m & S (k) = i)

apart from the invariant itself, in order to prove O < m < 100
after the operation . This condition - called the concrete
precondition - is in our case equivalent t o the abstract
precondition: cardinal (tU{i\) 5 100, mentioned above.
It is obviously necessary that the abstract precondition implies the concrete one in order to prove the correctness of
the implementation of an operator . The reverse implication is,
however, not necessary. If it does not hold it merely indicates that the implemented operator extends to applications
beyond those with an associated abstract interpretation.
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It is interesting t o notice - as Hoare does - that a functional
application primitive may be allowed t o have side-effects on
the components of a variable, provided the side-effects are
abstractly invisibl e , i.e. that the concrete values before
and after the operation are mapped t o the same abstract value
by?t, We shall refer t o such operations as having benevolent
side-effects.
In order to prove, formally, the correctness of an implemented
operator we may lean on the pro of methods outlined by Hoare
and Wirth (8]. We need, however, a more strict definition
of the effect of a remote operator statement, like t.insert(i),
as related t o the normal operator(procedure) statements dealt
with in [8] • In the foll owing we indicate how this can be
done, with specific reference to the insert operation.
Following [8), it is recognized that the non-local variables
(components) m and S are the only quantities which ~ay be
altered by an insert operation. Furthermore, we may deduce
the existence of functi ons fm and f 8 su~h that the effect of

an operation, insert(i), is completely described as the concurrent execution of the two assignment statements
m := fm(m,S,i)
S := f 8 (m,S,i).
In our case this effect is subjected t o the precondition
P(m,S,i) t oge ther with the invariant I(m,S); moreover, the
invariant is pre served by the operation, and we may thus state
in the usual notation of Hoare:
I(m,S) & P(m,S,i) & ~ (m Si)
ID

'

'

{insert(i) l
R & I(m,S)

'
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for any propositional formula R which relates to a context with
unbound occurrences of m and S. (The relevant properties of
fm and f 8 , and the preservation of the invariant may be established from the actual piece of program defining the insert
operation, by using proof techniques as outlined by Hoare [7]).
Our wish is now to establish a similar result which defines
the effect of a remote operator statement, i.e.where m and
S are implicit as components of some variable t. As in ch.1
we shall distinguish between the concrete and abstract aspects
of such a variable by writing tG and t5' respectively. In
particular, for the concrete aspect it is meaningful to speak
of the components directly, and we shall do this by t,.m and
t~ .s.

We now define the concrete effect of the operation
as that of the assignment

t.insert(i)

(2-1)

equivalent to the component assignments

The precondition and invariant may here be rephrased through
the following definitions
(2-2)
(2-3)

and in the f onnal nc tati on we thus have
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(2-4)

{t.insert(i) \

for any propositional formula R which relates to contexts of
the concrete aspect tnIO of t. (For the present we assume that
pure occurrences of t in a f ormula are meaningless. 11 t.insert(i) 11 ,
however, is a program construction, not a formula).
Generalized, (2-1) through (2-4) constitute our definition
of the (concrete) effect of a remote operator statement,
i.e. the definition t o which a language implementation of
the type construction is obliged to conform, and we may
now turn t o the actual consistency proof for an implemented
primitive.
For an operation like insert we want to establish that the
abstract effect ,: orresponds to an assignment

for some given functi on f~, subjected to a suitable abstract
precondition P~( t Cf , i). We must then prove the present
context equivalent of (1-2).

and that the abstract prec ondition implies the concrete one
defined in (2-2), i. e .
(2-6)
(By definiti on,

t~=;4 ( t~)

)•
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With respect t o the insert operation we may now state
(2-7)
for any pro~ositional formula
abstract space S' and where

R relating t o contexts of the

Observe that the invariant has disappeared in (2-7). This
is s o because the invariant by definition of C; states that
t(;E ~, which by definition of ¢. merely implies t':fEJ'. Formally,
the invariant has been absorbed in the assumption that (2-5)
is meaningful: Considered as a precondition, the invariant
ensures that A(t~) is well-defined, while its preservation
under f~ ensures the same forA(fa(tig,i)).
Tc br quite f ormal (2-5) and (2-6) should be rewritten since
by. our definition ~ applie s to a pair cf arguments, not a
singl e t~. I. e .
Vt,,i[F,(A(t~. m,t~.s),i) ~
f~(A(t~. m,t~.S),i) =,A(fm(t~. m,ta.S,i), fs(ta. m,te.S,i))]
and similar f or (2-6). Replacing the bound variable ta with
a pair of variables m and S, and substituting througQut the
f crmula in a straightforward manner, we obtain:

and anal cgousl y f or (2-6):
(2-9)

which r elates mo r e directly t o our program te xt.

-
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Farameter Transmission.

In simple Algol-like languages it has been generally accepted
that the call-by-value mechanism is usually the preferable
transmission mode for procedure parameters. In Algol W [10]
this view has been carried even further by "substituting" the
acceptedly unpleasant Algol call-by-name mechanism by a callby-result, implying roughly a "backward" assignment to the
actual parame ter (variable) at the termination of a procedure.
Unfortunately, the call-by-value mechanism turns out less
favourably in cur present large-type context. Consider for
example, a primitive "unite" l ocal to smallintset

.£.E. unite (u: smallintset) = ---------;
with the expected abstract e ffect: t.unite(u) st:= t U u.
the call-by-value □ echanism implemented straightforwardly
will here amount t o transmitting the 101 integer components
of the actual parameter of each invocation, which indeed does
not seem very satisfactory.
For large-type parameters it Beems by far preferable if only
a reference (pointer) to an actual parameter is passed on to
the operator in question. In particular, none of the unpleasanties of the Algol call~by-name are introduced since (at
present) variables constitute the only large-type expressions
that can be provided as actual parameters.
In the foll owing we shall assume that all large-type parameters
are transmitted in this way, and we refer to the transmission
mode as call-by-reference.
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Prot e ction.

A suitable implementation of the unite primitive introduced

in the previous se c ti on woclld be:
unite (u
pe~in Y.§-.E i
for i
end unite;

g.E,

smallintest) =
integ er;
.- 1 to u.m do insert (u.S[i])
~

..

·-

where the constructions u.m and u.S, known as remote componen~
ide£_i;Lf-i_~s, provide access to the components of the parameter
u. In general we shall be interested in avoiding such component
references because they often do not correspond to well-defined
abstract operations as observed already in ch. 1. Consider
for example t h e construction u.S[i] which formally corresponds to a concre te function f(u,i) . Unfortunately, this
does not de termine an abstract function since the resulting
value i s not deterrr.inable from the abstract value of the parameter u. This gets ev en worse if we consider operations like
u. m := k
since we here run the risk of even destroying the invariant condition if not a suitable precondition is introduced .
This shows t hat it might be convenient in a programming language
to syntactically exclude references to the components of a
variabl e , whenever textually outside that part of a program
containing the declarations of the application primitives,
where we definit ely need suc h component referenc es. We may
then establish a syntactic guarantee for the preservation of
the invariant condition which can inductively be proved to
he ld whenever the program control is ~amical l y; outside the
relevant "defining part", the induction basis being that the
~ype-body establishes the invariant .
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In general we shall assume that the 11 defining part" does not
make non-local references, in which case the invariant will
held whenever !~xtuall-.Y. outside as well as dynamically. If
non-local operators are invoked from within the defining part,
the invariant cannot syntactially be guaranteed du.ring the
lifetimes of the relevant operations, i.e. dynamically inside
but textually outside the defining purt. However, such invocations are made at the respons:\bili ty of the 11 implementor 11 ,
who must be expected to "know what he does".
In our example this "part of the program" is the declaration
of smallintset itself, and the syntactic guarantee may be
established by explicitly stating which local declarations that
should be '·publi c ". For this purpose we introduce the notation
indicated by t .he below example.
smallintset = (size, has, insert, remove, unite)
begi~ "as before"
~:E:9)

~

It is m1derstood that a type declaration may contain operator
declarations other than tnose mentioned in the above application primiiive list. Such operations can be introduced for
usual subroutine purposes and need not have pleasant abstract
interpretations. In fact they even need not be required to
preserve tne invariant condition.
If all operations defined on a particular component correspond
to "meaningful" abstract operations we agree that t he component
identifier itself may be listed in the application primitive
list . This is only acceptable if also the preconditions needed
to preserve the invariant can be easily formulated in abstract
terms, or preferably, if there are no preconditions attached at
all.
We restrict ourselves here to consider large-types where all
the associated application primi tives can be de clared local to
the type declaration. This is pos sible whenever the application primitives are associated with a single type. However,

- 34 for certain kinds of type introduction it is necessary or
convenient to consider operations as being a pplication primitives of two or several types at the same time, the typical
examples being type-transfer operations.
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The History of Variables.

For certain applications of type construction the formalism
0f Hoa~e [2,7] proves to be t oo weak . The reason f or this
is that the idea of a variable as it appears in a computing
prucess, i . e. as a +.ime sequence of values, is never properly
brought out into the light. A remedy has been proposed to
the author by prof.0-J.Dahl .
To a variable
(ordered set)

v

of some given type

T

we associate a sequence

of values f r om T which are the values attained by v since the
time of its declaration up to the present time, ordered chro-·
nologically. This sequence will be called the histo__EZ of v.
By definition the value of v, denoted jHV I or simply v, at
any instant equals t he last element of the history .
The axio m of assignment in this context takes the form (in
the no tation of Hoare )

where the construct i on H--e
denotes "HV a ppended the value e".
V
This axiom does not directly apply to textual substitutions
in· .our usual fonnu.las . If, however, it is recognized that
an occurrence of "v " in a f ormula (meaning the value of the
variable) is syntactically equi va.Lent t o II I F-y 1 ", the above
axiom directly i mplie s t hat of Hoare. Considering all variables to be given an initial val ue as part of their declarations
we also adopt the axiom.
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where t 0 is the associated initial value and J? is any propositional formula not containing free occurreces of Hv or v.
T.he benefit oft.his view becomes apparent once we attempt to
~mplem~nt access to tne history or part s of it. Suppose for
the smallintset that, in addition to our previous needs, we
alGo want to keep track of the greatest element which has ever
been member of a set variable. All we need is a slight modi-fication of our previous declarition.
~~

smallintset = (------·--, .hmax)
begin~ m,hm: integer, S: [100]integer;
.Q.£ hmax: integer= (hmax:= hill);
_Q£ insert(i:integer) =
begil_! if i>hm _the~ hm~= i;
(as before)
end inse rt;
2l2. has-------- ;
£E. size-------;
.2E r emove -----;
.£E. unit e ------;

end smallintset;
hmax = - co indicates that the maximum value j_s not defined,
i.e . that the set variable up t o now has denoted the empty
set. The abstract des cription of the new primitive is given by

, max tnl
where

Ht

is the abstract history of

t.

Intuitively the above i mplementation appears correct, however,
the inevitable question arises as to, how do we prove it.
Obviously, we must prescribe some connection between the ab-
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mapping considered earlier. However, this approach is seldom
convenient nor satisfactory, because the concrete histories
are subjected to locaJ component modifications whose number
may be difficult t o predict and which is in fact irrelevant
for our proofs . The (part of thP-) conc::!:'ete history of any
interest to us is clearly the time sequence of component values
snapshot immediately before or after the external (i.e abstract)
invocations of the modifying application primitives. Notice
that these are also the very instants whe r e we must guarantee
the correctness of' the invariant condition :
From outside it appears "semi-abstractly" as though the components have been concurrently assigned new values, the effect
of intermediate local modific ations, or the sequence in which
these take place being invisible and irrelevant.
In our example the relevant concrete history is thus given by
H(m,hm,S) = ((mO,nmo,SO),--------,(mn,nmn,sn))
where the abstract history, by definition, is

(The abstraction mapping~is defined as before, that is,
independent of the hill-component) .
It is by nature given that the two histories take one "foreward step" each time a modifying application primi tive is
invoked from outside, and we shall find it convenient t o syntactically distinguish these primitives by writing mop instead of
.£J2. in their declarations. We thus have
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£E. size, has, hm.ax
~..2.l?. insert, remove, unite
If we agree that functional operators should not have sideeffects other than benevolent ones, a mop must always correspond to a "proper operator" (cfr. proper procedure).
In general, great care mu.st be exerciced when a mop is invoked from within the type declaration, i.e. local to some
other mop, so that the history as seen fr om outside does not
take several steps. With respect to our examples, it can be
seen that the use of 11 insert 11 local to "unite" is harmless
in this sense.
It is interesting t o observe that the introduction of nonmodifying primitives with benevolent side-effects, in this
context induces a complication in our definition of the concrete history, since such operators may change the values of
the components but not the abstract value. The troubles can
be avoided by letting the concrete history consist of equivalence classes of component values under the abstracti on
mapping, rather than (collections of) specific component values.
The explicit introduction of the history concept and implementation of aspects of it constitutes a pro found change in our
interpretation of the representation of a variable. This is
evidenced by the fact that the abstract assignment operation
has no longer the
priori impl ementation as a pure copying
operati on . In the smallintset context the ope ration now corresponds t o the below modifying primitive (local to smallintset).

a

mop becomes(t: smallintset) =
bzgin var i : integer;
m:= t.m;
for i:= 1 t om do
begin S[i]:= t.S[i];
if S[i]> hin then run:= S[i]
end
end becomes;
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Notice that the ·h m-component of the right-hand-side argument is not in general copied into the left-hand-side variabl e.
Another consequence of the history introduction and the redefined abstract assignment axiom, is that we cannot define the
effect of an operator statement as that of simple assignments
to the 11 result-parameterst1 sinc8 n ow the intermediate modifications local to the operator become visible through the
histories of these parameters. For an operator Q with a single
result-parameter the effect must ::..ow be stated as follows:

where f(Hx) yields the sequence of values (possibly empty)
assigned t o x during the life time of the operation :
It is recognized that the above postulate reduces to the previous form when c onsider mere values, i.e:
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2.6.

Initialization.

We may in general distinguish betwe en two categories of modiiying primitives according to the form of their abstract de- •
scription:

t := f(t,----)
or
t :== g( ----)

I.e. we distinguis 11 bet',~een whether the attained new value
cf the modified variable depends on tne old cne or not. We
shall refer to the two kinds of operations as modifiers and
destructors respectively. For the modifiers, as we have seen
with e.g. "insert " and "remove ", if is often possible to take
implementaticnal advantage of the dependence between the new
and the old value by modifying only some of the component
variables . In a destructor, however, the old value and its
representation is
priori cf no interest and must be completely
destroyed during the operation .

a

Futting it another way ; in selecting cur application primitives
we should prefer modifiers instead of destructors whenever
possible. We will then, in general, have a fair chance of
finding a suitable representation for the type in question,
through which we may utilize the 11 dependency-property" of the
modifiers, to achieve time efficiensy . It is believed that
the following attitude towards destructors is a sound one :
"Normally we have spent a let of effort s in building up the
value of a large-type variable and we are c onsequently in gene ral not interested in just destroying it".
From an abstract point of view we could here add:
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has been saved away elsewhere, prior to the desctruction".
The appended sentense a ppl ies well enough for basic-type variables whose values may easily be "saved away" since the type
instances are small. A typical example of the usefulness of
such destruction is a swapping operation, interchanging the
values of two variables. For large-type variables, however,
this does not apply at all, and the programmer should be encouraged to seek other solutions to problems involving destruction. For example, the following swapping context
if b then swap (x,y);

S

fer some statement S,could be rephrased by making San operat or with two parameters:
if b then S(x,y) else S(y,x)
The question naturally arises as to which are the "unusual"
contexts, if any, where destructors are useful large-type
operations. Retracing our s t ep s, this should be the contexts
where we "have spent no effo rts at all in building up the value
of a variable" (i. e .pri or t o its declaration), or alternatively,
where we are no longer interested in that value (as e.g. after
having "finally" output ed it).
Applied to the first kind of c ontexts, it is realized that
destru.ctors are turned into constructors or initializers,
and the time has now come to admit that the initial value
provided by a type-body may not in general be the one desired
for every variable of the type, in a program. In particular,
it may be unpleasant that the first value in the history of a
variable is bound to be this default value. We therefore introduce a new kind of type-local operators which we shall declare
by writing £2.E.(constructing operator) instead of 212. or mop,
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and which must correspond to destructors in the previous sense.
Furthermore, as the type-body, these operators will not require the invariant condition to be satisfied prior to their
execution.
A typical such operat;_on with respect to smallintset is that
which initializes a variable to a unit-set of the form {i}.
This operation could be 1ntrodu·!ed as follows (l ocal to smallintset).

£2£. unitset(i : integer)=
begin m := 1; hm := S(1] := i

~nd;

Constructiors will be invoked instead of the type-body-statements
as a part of variable declarations by syntaxes of the form:
var

t.unitset(i) : smallintset

and with the axiomatized abstract effect:
J?

l

decl. above

for any propositional formula J? net containing free occurrences
of Ht or t.
It is understood that a constructor may not be used for the
purpose of updating i . e . as a !2.<?..E.· In the pre sent context
this is not only m1desireable because of the destructive nature
of such operations, but downright harmfull since tney (by definition) will ignore and ruin any implemented aspects cf the
previous history of a variable.
Concerning the second kind of contexts where applications of
destructors may be useful, we have no adequate standard solution.
The fact that we are no longer interested in the previous
value of a variable, however, may indicate that we are actually
considering a new abstract variable whose history should start
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with the destructively assigned value, and that we for mere
practical reasons 0£ allocation continue to use the same variable identifier.
For proof-technical reasons it is frequently convenient to
establish a syntactical guarantee for the kind of proposition
that the value of a certain program quantity does not change
during its associated life time In the present context such
a quantity may be considered as a variable whose value is
frozen at the initial one provided by its declaration, and we
may introduce a specialized notation for such "frozen variables"
or constants as indi·cated below.
const

t . unitset(1) : smallintset .

It is understood that modifying operations (mops), by definition
does not apply to const- declared quantities.
With respect to the above declaration we may thus rely on the
following proposition being satisfied throughout the lifetime
of t:
Ht

= ( I

1

\ ) •

Notice that a constant, in this sense, does not represent a
mere abstract value; in particular, the "historic operation"
t.hmax is perfectly legitimate, always yielding the value 1.
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At the present stage of our investigations the only large~ype instances under consideration are variables, or in other
words; abstract values appear exclusively as "values of variables" at specific instants of a program execution. This
means that the allocation of type instances, through variable
declarations, is entirely under the control of the programmer,
and (hopefully) new instances will therefore be introduced for
well founded purposes and usually expected to have a life time
of some reasonable duration.
Functional operators, in the usual programming language sense,
introduce anonymously allocated type-instances in order to
represent function values. From within an operator the "result" usually appears as a local variable which is built up
to contain the function value at the time of termination.
However, the notations for functional invocation in general
tend to conceal the presence of a "result-instance" also after
the evaluation of the function, or in other words; the function
value, as seen from the calling sequence, appears as a mere abstract value. Again, this doesn't matte r for basic-type functions
because the associated type instances are small and the apparent state of "allocated nowhere" can be represented by passing the function value in a register; for large-typ e functions,
however, it matters a great deal. Consider, for example, the
function 11 union(t,u) 11 producing the smallintset result 11 t U u~'
:Provided with such an operator it may seem both tempting and
reasonabl e t o write e.g.
1.f union(t,u).has(i) then-----instead of the more sensible c onstruction:
if t.has(i)

v u.has(i) then ----·---
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To avoid constructions of the former kind we shall leave the
con c ep t of large-type functional operators undefined and meaningless as a programming language facility. In the remainder
of this section we shall instead concentrate on how the, after
all, reasonable applications of functions may be expressed
by other means.
The mere fact that the functior. value survives the evaluation
of a function seems to indicate that tne associated type instance
should be allocated explicitly in a context with a life time
superceeding that of the function evaluation. The function
value can then be built up in the relevant instance directly,
and -~he programmer is forced to be aware of its excistence.
It is recognized that the only way to make use of a function
value is to supply it as an argument to a subsequent operation,
which means that the associated "result-instance" in general
will correspond to a formal parameter instance. This calls
for a large-type parameter tramsmission mode similar to the
Algol call-by~value, i.e. which associates a genuine type instance directly with a formal parameter, and not merely a
pointer to such an instance as our present call-by-reference
mechanism. Furthermore, functi on values (in the abstract sense)
should only be possible as actual parameters with this transmission mode.
A call-by-value parameter in the Algol sense can be thought
of as a variable local to the operator in question, whose
value is initialized to that of the corresponding actual parameter of an invocation. In light of the preceeding section
this corresponds to an initialization of the form:
~

formalpar.actualfunction: T

where a constructor 11 actualfunction 11 has taken the place of
an actual parame ter (assumed to be a functional expression).
As a substitute f or functional operators, it thus seems natural
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to allow the declare d constructors of a type to appear
call-by-value-like actual parameters . For this pui·pose
introduce a transmission mode applicable to large-type
meters, referred to as call-by-initialize, and with an
ced fo:::-mal specification syntax as indicated below.
SE,

~

P(init

as
we
paraassocia-

t,u: smallintset) = (body);

By definition, an invocation of this operator as e .g.
P(unitset(O), unitset(1))
means:
begi~

~

t.unitset(O), u.unitset(1);

( body

) end.

Notice that the meaning of the function-like actual parameters
is determined by the context ot fhe formal specifications
rather than that of the calling sequence.
A 11 full 11 call-by-value mechanism can now be introduced (if
wanted) by providing a constructor
~

value(t: smallitset) =
begin var i : integer;
m:= t.m; nm := - cc;
for i:= 1 tom do
begin S[i]:= t.S[i];
if S[i] > hm then hm:= S[i]
end
end value;

(local to smallintset). Observe that the parameter t o this
constructor is call-by-reference . Invocations of the above
operator F may now refer to this constructor as e.g.
~(value(t), unitset(i)).
It is emphasized that this does not mean that we encourage

- 47 the programmer to define such a constructor. Moreover,
a major point that the call-by-initialize combines the
applications of the call-by-value mechanism with those
function concept without introducing either of them in
full generality.

it is
useful
of the
their

Returning to the bizarre example at the 'Qeg>inning of this section,
it is realized that it is of course still possible to construct
equally ridiculous examples:
if element(union(t,u ), i) then
The point is, however, that the programmer, in order to do so,
is now forced to take certain explicit decisions: He has to
provide the union-operation as a constructor-primitive, and
he has to specify tne first parameter of the operation element
as a call-by-initialize one, the latter of these decisions
definitely being unreasonable for an operation like "element".
Similar to the canst-declaration introduced in the previous
section we may allow the alternative specification of callb;y·-ini tialize parameters :
init const c,d : T
with an interpretation analogous to that of the init var above.
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2.8.

Literals.

One "price" we have to pay for abstracting away the representation of a type is that we have no longer the natural way of
expressing literals by simply listing the relevant sequence
of component values. On closer inspection this doesn't seem
to be a great loss. Consider for example a smallintset literal
constructed in that way:
smallintset(1, [o] , O),
supposed to identify the abstract set !O}. The notation
is here only an invitation to trouble, since the values of
the first and last parameters (them- and hm- co~ponents)
are implicitly determined by the array-literal [OJ, or in
other words; it must be required of the programmer that these
component values have their "implicit values". The notation
becomes even more mal-a-propos if the array-literal is required
to be a full-size component value with 100 elements.
In the present context, a canst-declaration may serve as a
sort of semi-literal definition, in which case the above smallintset literal will correspond to e .g.
const setO.unitset(O) : smallitset
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Summary on Parameter Transmission.

Constants, as introduced in the preceeding sections, cannot,
mcritically, be allowed as actual call-by-reference parameters since, in general, such parameters may be exposed to
formal modifications. We therefore introduce the below indicated alternatives for specification of such parameters.

2.l2. P(~ t: T., const c: U); -----------;
By definition, modifying operations do not apply to formal
call-by-reference-constant parameters, and constants (including this 11.ew kind) may thus, safely, be supplied as corresponding actual parameters. :Moreover, we agree that constants
of any kind may not be used as actual call-by-referencevariable parameters, and that the compiler will trap any
attempts on this.
It is, however, unreasonable to forbid variables as actual
call-by-reference-c ons tant parameters. For such applications
we should only r equire that the actual variable is not modified during the life time of the operation in question, which
means that certain kinds of side effects should be rul ed out.
Clearly a variable may not appear as both an actual call-byreference-c onstant, and an actual cal-by-reference-variable
parameter to the same invoc ation of an operation, this including also the implicit parameters which may be classified
in the same way. If we want the compiler to establish the
consistency of also formal-operator invocations, the specification of such operators must include a full a e scrip t ion
of the expected parameter sequence, including the implicit
parameters.
Notice that the implicit parameter of a remote operator invocation conforms to the call-by-reference mechanism as either
const or Y.§;E, depending on whether the operator is an .2..E. or

- 50 a mop!

For a modifying primitive of the form
mop P(const u: T) = -------;

we sho~ld therefore not allow invocations like t.P(t). In
particular, it is natural to specify the argument to the
assignment operation as a const, since we otherwise will
not be able to assign the value of a constant to a variable.
This means that we cannot allow 11 t.becomes(t) 11 or even
"A[i].becomes( A[jJ ) 11 since i may equal j . Fortunately,
we shall in general not be interested in moving large-type
values about an array; on the contrary, this will usually
indicate a misuse of large-types.
It is emphasized that the history of a formal call-byreference-constant parameter not necessarily contains a single
element, as is the case for declared constants.
We assume that all the parameter specifications and transmission modes considered for large-types apply to macros as
well as procs with the same abstract effect.
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2.10.

Implementation.

In this section, and similar sections of the following chapters,
we shall indicate briefly how the features introduced may be
implemented within the framework of a block structured programming language. Ar:: already stated we shall assume that a
data instance of a type declaration, i.e.a variable, is allocated in the local workspace of its declaration environment
and accessed by offset addressing in the way usu.ally done for
variables of the basic types. If both the primitives and the
initialization body of a type declaration are of the macro
form, there is little more to be said since such operations
are expanded, i.e. compiled, in the context of the calling
sequence, (after suitable substitutions of colliding identifiers).
For an instance of a primitive which is of the procedure
form, we suggest that an extra call-by-reference parameter
is supplied to identify the data instance (variable) which
constitutes the textual environment. An initialization
body which is of the "procedure form" is suitably implemented
as a fictitious type-local proc with such an implicit parameter.
With this implementation, system information like "dynamic
exit addresses" etc., needed for the execution of the initialization body, can be kept apart from the type instance itself
which survives the initialization .
It is suggest ed as a friutfu.l restriction that no type de claration may occur local to another one. ]?or implementations using
display techniques, type instances can then be represented
completely without storage overhead by letting the "textual
environment 11 -pointer of a type-local procedure identify the
invironment instance of the type declaration directly, instead
of the relevant type instance, since the latter may be addressed
through the implicit parameter of the procedure. Notice,
that typ e instances, in this case, need not bo represented
in the run-time display.

CHAPTER

3

SUBTYPES

It is frequently realized that two or several types share
a set of common abstract properties, revealed by the fact
that similar operations (primitives) apply to values of the
different types with the same or a similar abstract interpretation. For many applications it will be advantageous
if such abstract similarities can be expressed in a programming language and brought to the attention of our compiler
(i.e. concretely represented), rather than remain as mere
secrets to our intellect. In cases where the common properties appear hierarchically the class/subclass mechanism
of Simula has proved useful for concept modelling, and we
shall in this chapter investigate the effects of introducing
an analogous mechanism for our type definitions.

Concepts and Notation.

Consider the following type declaration:
~ T

= (f)

begin~ c : C;
£.E f ------ .

'

A subtype U of T with the additional component d and operator
g will be declared as follows:
~

u =TX

(g)

begin~ d : D!

----- .

er..d U;

'

- 53 The type Tis said t c be the immediate supertype of U. As
in Simula, "values" of the type U are understood to be instances of the concatenated type declarations T and U, the
concatenation also applying to the applic ation lists. The
full definition of the type U is thus given by the equivalent
type declaration
~

begin

u = (f,g)
c : C; d: D;
f -------;
g -------;

Y§:.E

££
££

It is realized that any concrete (declared) property of T
is aldo a property of U, or in other words; a concrete
value of U is (can be directly reduced to) a concrete value
of T. This justifies our notion of a sub/super relationship between the types. Generalized we may consider types
with several components, i.e. concrete values c and d which
belong to cartesian product types (] and "S) rather than
simple ones, and we may introduce invariants IT and Iu to
restrict the concret e spaces in a suitable way, i.e.

l
Gx~ I

c E(;I IT(c)

(c,d)E

Iu(c,d)

l

We restrict ourselves here to consider subtypes U where
\f(c,d)EgX~[IU(c,d)

:::>

IT(c)]

i.e.

This me ans that the hierarchic sub/super relationship
observed above is maintained, i.e. that a concrete value
(c,d)E (;U can be interpreted as a value of {JT by applying to it the concrete equivalence mapping '-f'u:
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We now turn to consider what we should reasonably require
of an abstract subtype-space as related to that of its supertype, our starting point,after al1, being the implementation
of abstract similarities or common properties. In other words,
we rephrase our original question as to; what kind of similar
abstract types can be suitably represented through our given
type/subtype mechanism. As was recognized in ch. 1, the
implemented application primitives reflect the abstract properties of a type, and it thus seems natural to conside r
sub/supertypes where the supertype primitives constitute
common prorerties in some respect.
An abstract subtype-space cg U may thus be "obtained" from
the corresponding supertype-space ~T by introducing additional properties (primitives), which in general has the effect
of restricting the range of real-world objects or phenomena
covered by the abstractions . We may also consider the abstract
space1'determined by the additional properties alone, i.e.
the abstractions covering the real-world elements which have
these properties. The space ~U can then be interpreted
as a subspac e of the cartesian product of ~T and?:

Each element of ~U will thus correspond to a pair (s,p)
which determines the equivalence class of real-world eleTuents
that are both "s" and "P", i.e. the intersection of the equivalence classes covered bys and p respectively. (In g ene ral
:fu will be only a subspace of the product space because
certain pairs may correspond t o meaningless real-world objects).
To provide some intuiti on to the above we iroceed with an
example. Consider the idea of abstract cars to be implemented in a program where we assume that it is only interesting
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to distinguish between cars of tvrc colours, say red
yellow. We may thus declare a type:
~ c a r = (colour)

and

begin

where the application primi tive colour will yield e.g. the
integer values 1 and 2 t o identify the respective colours.
The associated abstract space o: this type consists of exactly
two elements, "redcar" and "yellowcar", or

([)
.> car = !re , ye

l
1

each element covering an equivalence class of real-world
cars (vz. "all red cars 11 ) .
We may now find it interesting to consider trucks as a special kind of cars where, in addition to the colour, we will
distinguish between trucks with two different load capacities,
e .g. 1 and 2. We therefore introduce a subtype of "ca-r" •

.ill..£ truck= car x (loadcap)

begin---- e.nd;

where the associated abstract space consists of four elements,
11 redtruck 2 11 ,
11 redtruck 1 11 ,
etc ., or
~truck

= \rt1, rt2, yt1, yt2

!•

Consider now the abstract space associated with the property
11 loadcapacity 11 (subject to the subsidiary property "truck"):
tytruck = \t1, t2,

!

For simplicity we assume that our universe consists of six
"real-world" cars; four trucks and two private cars:
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The abstract elements of :fear and ?truck then cover the
equivalence classes
re =
rt1, rt2, EE
Cf car:
ye =
fil, yt2, n2.
?truck:

t1 =
t2 =

rt1, lli
rt2, ·.rig_

and in this particular case we have

CJtruck = 'fear

X

?truck= {(rc,t1),(rc,t2),(yc,t1),(yc,t2)}

where the abstract pairs determine the equivalence classes
(rc,t1)
(rc,t2)
etc.

=rent;=
= re n t2 =

rt1

= rt1

lli

= rt2

Returning t o the main stream of our investigation, it is recognized
,
that we may introduce an a priori abstract equivalence mapping,
£u similar to the concrete 5'u in (3-1), f or a subtype U of T
where

CfU ~ J'T
(3-2)

xrr

V(s , p > E ruc8u cs , p > = s J•

We now require the associated abstraction mappings to satisfy
(3-3)

or by (3-1)
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Roughly speaking, this condition states that the supertype
p~rt of a subtype representation has the same abstract interpretation with respect to both types.
In general the cartesian product nature of an abstract subtype space may not be so obvious as in the car/truck example,
and the mapping
will normally 'be determined as an
priori,
intuitive correspondence between the abstract spaces. Moreover, the above analysis with respect to real-world objects
is only meant as a motivation for introducing such by-naturegiven correspondences in contrast to arbitrarily defined mappings.
To see the importance of (3-4) we shall consider a non-modifying
application primitive of T, f : T ➔ V, applied to values
of the subtype U. (In the following we do not distinguish
between the concrete and abstract aspects of the range type V).
The operation f is implemented by some concrete function,
f~ :GT ➔ V, which determines the associated abstract func-

fu

T

tion,

a

fsi : (j T ➔ V , by the present context equivalent of (1-1).
T

(3-5)
(We assume that the implementation of f is consistent, so
that (3-5) leaves f~ well-defined). The effect of applying
f to a U-value is aTpriori given by the function fg

u

(3-6)
i.e.by simply ignoring the d-component(s). In its turn
f~U determines the associated abstract function f~U similarly
to ( 3-5),

(3-7)
Which by (3-6) and (3-5) yields

- 58 Vcc,d)E~[f5UC~u(c,d)) = f,Tc.9'T(c))].
The required condition (3-4) now implies

and since, by definition, an abstraction mapping is onto the
abstract space, this means
(3-8)

This also shows that the abstract function f~ is well-defined,
which is not so obvious from (3-7) where it waY introduced.
Generalized, we have therefore established the following
result as a consequence of (3-4).

(3-9)

Any non-modifying application primitive of a type
can be appli e d directly to values of a subtype with
the same abstract interpretation (reduced to equivalence s).

Clearly, the same canno t be expected to hold also for the
modifying primitives. This would mean that we could always
assign (abstactly) a sup ertype value to a subtype variable,
which is intuitively unreasonable. In fact, insisting on
this, we would restrict tr1e abstract spaces to be equivalent.
Consider therefore a well-defined modifying primitive of the
type T with the a s sociated concrete and abstract effects

related by the (1-2) equivalent

(3-10)
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similar to (3-5). Applying this operator directly to a variable of the subtype U has the concrete effect of an operation

,
which is, a priori, determined by the component assignment

leaving the d-components of

(3-11)

\Ju unaltered, i.e.

\t'(c,d)Etu(fQ (c,d) = (f~ (c), d)].
U

ioT

The abstract effect of this operation

(3-12)
is now "determined" by the (-r-2) equivalent

or by (3-11)

Unfortunately, (3-13) does not in general leave
defined. First of all, some of the pairs

f~U well-

for ( c ,d)Eiu
may be outside {gU' leaving ~U(fC (c) ,d) undefined, since
T

we allow &Uc ~Tx'O, (i.e.not necessarily an identity).
Even if

- 60 we cannot in general guarantee that

f~

u

is well-defined since,

by (3-13), it may still be non-functional. Furthermore, the
requirement (3-4) is not sufficient for proceeding from (3-13)
.i.n order to derive a result similar to (;-8), i.e. where f'j
is completely described in terms of fw
U
>T.

Assume, however, that a separate abstraction mapping '36:-:Q ➔'P
can be identified such that

which implies (3-8). we· may then define a projection~
from Cfu to the superplane I'?
(3-16)

Vcc,d)E~[~<~u(c,d)) ='1>(d)].

Erovided (3-14) holds, (3-13) and (3-15) implies

V(

C'

d) Eau [ f

(p

)U

(

Au (

C'

d) )

= (~ T ( f (J

T

(C )

'

'½ (d)

)J

or by (3-10)
Vcc,d)E{t[f~u(sJr.u(c,d))

= (f':S'T(~T(c)) ,1£(d)

)].

Now ( 3-4) and (3-16) yields
V<c,d)E~[f<fu<s4u(c,d)) =
( ff T ( bu (

A.u(c , d_) ) _) , t ~ <Au(o , d) )

or, when substituting for .siiu(c, d)
(3-17)

Vu

E'f uU~u (u)

=

)J

and the bound variabl e s:

<fcrT ( f'.u(u))

, t,~(u)

) ],

which shows that t .h e operation (3-12) in this case corresponds
to an abstract component assignment leaving the?-aspects
of tfu unaltered.
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In general we shall neither require that the mappingl_B can be
identified in accordance with (3-15), nor that (3-14) holds.
We mu.st therefore assume that it may be meaningless, i.e.
harmful, to apply a modifying supertype primitive to subtype
variables. As a remedy we allow such a primitive to be redefined for subtype variables, by providing a new operator
declaration with the same identifier local to the subtype
declaration. Such an operator s2ou.ld be required to have the
same abstract effect as t:P.e corresponding supertype primi tive,
when reduced to equivalences of the supertype, i.e.

(3-18)
where

f'

~u

determines the redefined abstract effect:

'Iherelevance of this will be obvious when we consider callby-reference-variable parameters in sec. 3.4. The condition
(3-18) may be expressed equivalently in terms of the concrete
I
as
functions f /J and fr.;

1au

\oT

V<c , d) E &uc~T <~u< f ~ u<c , d) >)

=

9{ T <fa T <c >>J•

- 62 Basic Subtype Constructives.
In the preceeding we have only considered case s where additional
concrete components and additional abstract properties were
.1.ntroduced simultaneously in a subtype, the former for the
purpose of representing the latter. Since we allow our abstraction mappings to be many-one we need not restrict ourselves
to consider subtypes constructed in this way. More precicely;
within the restricted framework expressed by (3-4) and its
important consequence (3-9), we may consider subtypes introdusing only additional components (in general leaving ,94.U
many-one) or only additional abstract properties (provided
is many-one) or, as a degenerated case, neither. Minor
changes must then be introduced in the analyses of the preceeding section in order to establish analogous results,
in particular, the equivalence mappings ~U and £u must be
defined by

.AT

(3-19)

C

]

(3-20)
when Q'U = GT

and ~U

= ~T respectively . A generalized

(3-4), or rather (3-3), may then take the form

regardless of whether

aU

is of the form (;T

or {]Tx ~.

Furthermore , the no ti on of a sub/super relationship be tween
our types indicat e s that we may consider subtypes where the
concrete space and/or the abstract space are subsets, in the
usual ser:s9, of their resp ective supertype spaces, i. e .where
C
and/or
C
Also this can be done within

Gu aT

~u ~T.

the rephras e d fram e work expre ssed by (3-21) when~U and/or

t-rJ

are defined by (3-19) and (3-20) r e spectively.

- 63 We are led to consiQer six basic, or elementary, ways of constructing subtypes according to the kind of relationships between
the sub- and super spaces as indicated below. We may in general regard a subtype as being derived from its supertype in
a series of elementary steps, each of which conforms to one
of these six possibilities.

A:

B:
C:

D:

CfT ,
ff u = (_fT ,
cgu '= <fTx-p,
q' U <_:: CJTx?,
~U

=

()

bu = GT
Gu '= ~T
Gu= gT
au <_:: aT

x~

X

1)

--------------

E:

'fu = CfT ' &u c(dT

F:

q'uccgT '~u c(6T
,,

The choice of these basic constructives calls for some additional comments.
1)

We prefer to consider certain constructives of the form
.i.e. <:fu <_:: <:fT x?, C?u <_:: ~ x~, as basic ones rather
than combinations 0 f

~

and

D,

C ; namely those where the

additional components~ are introduced for the purpose
of representing '9. As we shall see, the additional
components introduced in B will serve a completely different purpose .
2)

It is clearly impossible t o c onstruct subtypes corresponding to ~Uc CfT' (bu = (;T since, by definiti on , Au
must be onto cg u· This explains why this kind of " constructive" is missing in our list.

3)

It is of no interest to consider basic constructives
c f the forms
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since neither concrete "action" may reasonably serve the
abstract "purpose" as e.g.in 1) above.
4) For the basic constructives involving

C?u

<;;;rlT

x'SJ

(B, C

or

D) we require that the equivalence

and

mappings (projections)

:f u ~'j1T x'9

£u

and <f'U are onto

.fT

and

~

respectively:

£u( ~U)

= g'T

a nd

~U( ~U)

=

aT

I.E. we require that the relevarit superplanes of ~U
and ~U

are not restricted as compared to

g>T and (;T

respectively. Subtypes with such restrictions may be
introduced by applying one of the basic constructives
E or F together with B, C or D .
In the foll owing we shall investigate some properties of the
basic subtype constructives by considering examples related
to the sma11intset of the previous chapter. It is reasonable, in the present context, to allow any supertype primitive
to be redefined in a subtype, i.e. not only modifying primitives as considered in the previo us sections. The reason for
wanting this is, as we shall see, that we may sometimes achieve
a more efficient implementation in a subtype. We agree that
a redefined applicati on primitive need not be re-stated in
the application list of the subtype.

In this degenerated case the only thing we may d_o is to introduce additional primitives in the subtype, moreover these primitives could have been implemented in the same concrete way
and with the same abstract interpretation in t~e supertype.
However, taking into account that we may wish t o define several
subtypes of a given type this ~ay be useful since the additional primitives can be given a different i mplementation in

- 65 different subtypes. Suppcse for example that we want to determine the maximum element of a ccnseptually smallintset variable
t . With the primitives defined in ch. 2 this can of course
be done, but only in the hcpelessly inefficient way by running
through all possible integers i and test whether 11 t.has(i) 11
or not. We therefore define the subtype
~

maxintsetA = smallintset x (max)
begin .£E. max: integer;
begin ~ j ,mx : integer; mx := - oo ;
for j : = ·1 to m do
if S[j]> mx then mx := S[j];
max:= mx;
end max;
erid maxintsetA ;

In the next section we shall consider another way of implementing a max-operation in a different smallintset subtype.

In this case we ncrease the redundancy of the representation
since, by (3-21), we mus t require

The obvious application is to use the additional component(s)
to keep an updated record of some aspect of the elements which
previously (in the supertype) had t o be recomputed whenever
needed.
In this case, the additional components of the subtype will
be functionally dependent of the supertype components, at least
within possible equivalences, and in general a modifying supertype primitive does therefore not apply meaningfully to subtype
variables, and must be redefined to update the new components.
On the other hand we may (re-) define other primitives in a
more efficient way.
An example of this is given below
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maxintsetB = smallintse t x (max)
begin~ mx: integer;
£.P. max : integer= max:= mx ,
mop insert(i : integer)=
begin
(as before) ;
if i > mx then mx := i;
end ins ert;
no E r emove(i : int eger)=
begin (as before) ;
if . i = mx then ( find new mx as in the prev.s ec)
end remove;
mx := - a::, ;
end maxintsetB;

It is convenient also in a subtype declaration to allow an
initialization statement-part; in this case to initialize
the value of mx to "undefined". It is understood that the
concatenated sequence of such statements in the super- and
subtype is invoked upon declaration of a subtype variable.
Notice that this subtype definition depends on the enforced
invariant:
I

I'(m,S,mx) = I(m,S) & mx = max(1f-(m,S))
In the above .r-edeclarations of insert and remove we found
it convenient t o quot e the corresponding su.pertyp e operations
as part of the redefined actions. To syntactically represent
such quotations we introduce a language construction, applicabl e local t o a type declaration; this (type-identifier)
(cfr. Simula), which identifies a specific 11 su.pertype part"
of an instanc e of the type declaration. We may thus write

£.P.

insert(i :integer)=
begin tnis smallints e t.insert(i);
if i > mx then mx := i
end insert;

local t o maxints e tB.

- 67 As an alternative to our definition of maxintsetB we might
have made it a subtype of maxintsetA of the previous section
instead of smallintset. We could then have used tne tnis
construction also for the two quotations in I : ! move :

A-------

maxintsetB = maxintsetA
begin
mop remove(i: integer)=
begin this smallintset.remove(i);
if i = mx then mx := ~ maxintsetA . max;
end remove;

~

end maxintsetB;

In this case we abstrac~ly discriminate, under si{.U' representations which are equivalent under

94T.

With respect to our smallintset it might be useful for some
applications to associate an abstract ordering of the elements
of a set, i.e. to distinguish between sequences like (3,8,2)
and (8,2,3) which are equivalent considered as mere sets.
Such discrimination will be necessary if we want to inspect
a set, element by element, in a reasonably efficient way.
Consider now the effect of applying a modifying supertype
primitive to a subtype variable as it was left in (3-13),
which in the present context reduces to
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since we have no d-com:ponent(s). Neither in this case we
may conclude that f~ is necessarily functional, and we
must therefore expect that a modifying primitive must be
redefined. Even if the implemented supertype primitive does
correspond to a well-defined subtype operation, the abstract
sibtype effect need not be a reasonable one, as shown for
the remove operation below.
Suppose we apply the abstraction mapping
l

9\-(m,S) = (

s[1],s[2],---------,s[m])

for our sequence-subtype of smallintset. Both operations
insert and remove may then be applied consistently to sequence variables. For insert we may now ask the additional
question; "insert where?", which was previously irrelevant.
With our given implementation, the answer is; "as the last
element of the sequence if it is not already a member", which
is perhaps not unreasonable. Consider, however, the sequenceeffect of the remove operation : "Remove the element from
the sequence, if it is a member, and replace it by the last
sequence element". This effect seems more inapt, and we
shall therefore redefine the operation according to the below
rephrased abstract descriptions, also including a new pri ~
mitive "elem(i)". Observe that we are formally obliged to
rephrase all the abstract effects in our present more detailed
space.
We shall use the notations ( t,u),(t,u,v) etc. to denote
concatenation of two or several sequences. It is understood
that all the elements of a sequence are different.

- 69 t.size
=
t.has(i)
t.elem(i) =
t.insert(i):

lenght(t)
(considered as a set)
i E t
t.l
provided: 1s iS length(t)
t·- if iEt then t else ( t, (i))
provided: iEt V length(t)< 100
t.remove(i) ~t:= if t = (u,(i),v) then (u,v)
else t

!zE.£

.-

* * *

smallintsequence = smallintset x (elem)
begin EE elem(i:integer) : integer= elem:= S[i];
mop remove(i:integer) =
begin var j,k;
for j:= 1 tom do
if s[j ]= i then
begin fork:= j+1 tom do
S[k-1] := S[k];
m:= ID - 1;
goto endremove
end;
endremove: end remove;
end smallintsequence;

This corresponds to the situation discussed in sec. 3.1. As
a smallintset related example, consider multisets of integers, i.e. collections where an integer may have multiple
occurrences. Evidently, multisets like {1,1,3,8} and
!1,3,3,8,8} are equivalent considered as ordinary sets,
and the desired concept can be modelled on top of the smallintset type by keeping a record of the multiplicity of
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each relevant integer in a separate array. Both modifying
primitives insert and remove must be redefined to update
this multiplicity; moreover, in order to satisfy (3-18),
the redefined remove operation must remove all occurrences
uf the given element, (i.e. so that its effect, when reduced to smallintset, is the same as that of the old remove).
It is thus natural to provide a new primitive "delete",
which removes exactly one occurrence. It is also useful
to include primitives 11 mult 11 and "card", yielding the multiplicity of a given integer and the total multiset cardinality respectively.
For the following implementation we depend on the enforced
invariant
I'(m,S,C) = I(m,S) &

Vi

(1

~

i

~

m

::,)

intmultiset = smallintset x (mult,card,delete)
begin~ C : [100] integer;
£E. mult(i: integer) . ·: integer=
begin~ j : integer;
mult:= O;
for j:=1 tom do if S[j]= i then
begin mult:=C[j]; goto endrnult end;
endrnult: end mult;
£E. card : integer=
begin Y3.E j,k: integer;
k:=0;
for j:=1 tom do k:= k+C[j];
card:=k;
end card;
mop insert(i : integer)=
begin var j : integer;
for j:=1 12. m do if S[j] = i then
end·
begin C[j]:=C[j]+1; goto endinsert _,
m:=m+1; S[m]:=i; C[m]:=1;
endinsert: end insert;

~

- 71 mop ··.-.: pemove(i : integer)=
begin
var j : integer:
for j:=1 tom do if S(j] = i then
begin S(jj:=S£m]; C[j] :=C[m]; m:= m-1;
goto endremove _,
end·
endremove: end remove;
mop delete(i : integer)=
begin Y.§:.!: j : integer;
for j:=1 tom do if S[j] = i then
begin if C[j] ~ 1 then C[j]:= C[j]-1 else
begin S[j]:=S[m]; C[j]:= CLm];
m:=m-1
end·,
goto enddelete _,
end·
enddelete: end delete;
intmultiset;

__

end

The "intmultiset" like the "smallintsequence" are examples
of subtypes where the abstract cartesian product nature is
not so obvious. In these cases the abstract spaces
correspond to the intuitive ideas of "multiplicities" and
"orderings" respectively, and it is characteristic for both
that these ideas are strongly related to the concept of a
set. It is, for example, meaningless to consider an "ordering"
as an object by itself, i.e. we are bound to consider "orderings of something" namely, orderings of the elements from
a given set. For our purpose an "ordering" may e.g. be
thought of as an abstract permutatio~ which applies to the
ascendingly ordered elements of a smallintset. Consider
for example the permutation p=(2,l,3), and the set s=\3,5,1 }=
!l,5,3}=-----, which determines the ordered sequence
t=(l,3,5). The product space element is then given by:

'P
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Cl early the product space elements (s,p) where cardinal(s)
length(p) are rendered meaningless with interpretation,
i.e.
~sequence

I

= l(s,p) E~setx fperml cardinal(s)=lengtn(p)}.

The 11 multiplicity 11 -property may be interpreted as an abstract
function M, which associates a non-negative multiplicity
M(i) with any integer i . With this interpretation the
11 multiplicity 11 -property of a product space element (s,M),
uniquely determines also the set-properties, i.e.
s =

{ii M(i) F O},

and all pairs (s,M) not satisfying this relation are meaningless.

This corresponds to restricting the concrete space in a way such
that the number of equivalent r epresentations under ~T
is reduced, i.e. the restricted abstraction mapping .9{U is
reduced from a many-one to a "fewer-one". Generally, this
can be seen to increase our information about the representations, and again we may (re-)define primitives more efficiently, while some of the modifying ones must be redefined
to preserve tne stronger invariant introduced on

GU.

In our example context it may be interesting to keep the elements of the array-component S sorted, to provide a more
efficient binary search in a redefined has-operation. We
hav e then introduced the stronger invariant
I'( m,S) = I( m,S) &

Vi,j (1$ i < j$ m ~ S[i] < S[j])

- 73 In this case we find it convenient to implement an additional
non-application primitive 11 find(i) 11 to perform the binary
search for an element i:
j

iff

s[j] = i &

-j

iff

S[j-1]< i< S[j]& 1~

1 ~ j

<ID

find(i)=
j~

m+1

where II S[O]" = - 0::, and 11 S [m+1 J" = ro. (These elements are
never actually referenced in our program).
~

sortedintset = smallintset A (max)
begin .£E. max : integer = max:= if m=O then - cc else S[m];
.£E. find(i : integer) : integer=
begin~ l,u,k: integer;
1 : ;;:Q ; u : =m + 1 ;
while u-1>1 do
be~in comment loopinvariant . S[l]<i< S[u];
k:=(l+u) :-2;
if S[k]< i then l:=k else
if i<S[k] tnen u:=k else goto endfind
end;
k:=-1;
endfind: find:=k:
end find;
.£E. has(i : integer) : boolean= has:=find(i)>O;
mop insert(i : int8ger) =
begin ~ j 1 k; integer;
j : =-find ( i) ;
if j>O then
begin for k:=m downto j do S[k+1] :=S[k];
S[j]:=i; m:=m+1

.

end

insert;

- 74 mop remove(i : integer)=
begin ~ j,k: integer;
j:=find(i);
if j> 0 ~
begin m:=m-1;

for k:=j tom do S[k] :=S[k+1]

end

end
end remove;
sortedintset;

Notice that also the max-operation introduced under A and B
can be implemented efficiently here (with no additional components).

We may restrict ourselves to consider (as primitive constructives) only those cases where

i.e. where the restriction of the concrete space preserves
all equivalent representations, which are within the restricted
abstract space ~u· If this is not the case we may consider
the subtype as being constructed in two steps, namely E and F.
Formally, none of the supertype · primitives need to be redeclared, the only change being that the precondition (abstract
and concrete) on some of the modifying operations must be
strengthened. However, we have noticed in ch. 2 that preconditions may be "replaced" by explicitly programmed checks,
which may be useful for e.g. debugging purposes. A smallintset related example is given below.
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posintset = smallintset x
begin moJ2. insert(i : integer)=
if i > 0 ~ this smallintset.insert(i)
else error ("set element not positive");
end posintset;

~

It is felt that the presence of non-modifying primitives
with benevolent side effects presents an unnecessary burden
to the reasoning in this chapter. Generally speaking, such
a primitiv~ must be treated as a something-in-between a
modifying and a non-modifying one. It may, for example,
be necessary to redeclare the primitive in a subtype, since
it actually modifies the concrete representation of a variable.

- 76 History Accessing Subtypes

Clearly the implementation of types providing access to the
~istory of a variable partly falls outside the scope of the
present investigation whic.n deals wi tn abstract sets of mere
va1ues. The subtype mechanism is, however, conveniently
applicable also for this purpose, as can be seen from the
below rephrased example from en. 2.
~

histintset = smallintset x (.hmax)
begin~ nm: integer;
£.E. nmax: integer= nmax:=bm;
mop insert(i: integer)=
begin this smallintset.insert(i);
if i > nm then nm:=i
end insert;
hill:=- a:,

end histintset;
With respect to the abstract spaces of values, the introduction of historic access, considered as an elementary step,
clearly conforms to gu = o/T. On the other hand, the history
discriminates subtype variables in a way not possible in
the supertype, and the elementary step in this respect, resembles ~U ~ ~Tx ~. In the above example we introduced
an additional component in order to represent the desired
historic aspects, (i.e. Gu~
x~). This is, however,
not in general necessary as indicated by tne below example
conforming to (; U = QT•

aT

~

histintsequence = smallintsequence x (oldest)
begin £.E. oldest: integer=
oldest:= if m = 0 tnen -OOelse S[1];
end histintsequence;

- 77 Here the new primitive yields the "oldest" member of a
sequence variable which is also presently a member, provided the sequence is non-empty. Clearly this is an historic
aspect of a sequence variable.
This shows that we may consider two additional basic subtype
constructives as indicated by

G:

Uc. TX history'

H:

Uc Tx history,
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Parameter Transmission.

Subject to the enforced disiplin expressed by (3-4) or (3-21),
it has been observed((3-8)) that a non-modifying primitive
of a type applies to values of that type and those of a subtype
with the same abstract interpretation. In particular, this
is also true in the cases where the primitive has been redeclared in the subtype; i.e. t .he super primitive may still be
applied to subtype values, the only difference being that it
presumably performs less efficiently than its redeclared
correspondent. As a consequence of this we may consistently
allow an actual call-by-reference-constant parameter to be
of a subtype of the formally specified since, by definition,
only non-modifying operators apply to the formal parameter.
More precisely, for a (non-modifying) primitive applied to
a formal call-by-reference constant v, the compiler may issue
a call for that declared version of the primitive determined
by the specified formal type of v, regardless of whether the
primitive has been redeclared in a subtype or not, and independently of the type of any particular actual parameter
corresponding to v. Evidently, this does not apply immediately
for modifying operations on formal call-by-reference variables,
since we have no guarantee that a modifying superprimitive
can be consistently applied to subtype variables. Consider
for example the following operator:
var v: smallintset) =
v.insert(b)
end.

£E. include(a,b: integer,
begin

v.insert(a);

Clearly we must, at any price, avoid that the insert operation
of smallintset is e.g. applied to actual sortedintset variables.
On way out of such troubles is of course to require actual
call-by-reference variables t o be of the exact formal type,
however, we shall prefer to investigate a less restrictive
alternative , allowing subtype variables as actuals also in
this case.

- 79 Looking more closely on the matter, it is realized that what
we want in the above example, is to invoke the insert operation
of sortedintset whenever the actual parameter is a sortedintset
variable, that of intmultiset whenever the actual is an intmultiset variable, etc. This rule of invocation corresponds
exactly to the effect achieved by the virtual mechanism of
Simula. Notice also that a call-by-reference parameter in
this context resembles a qualified reference-quantity in
Simula. This virtual property, as we shall henceforth call
it, is characteristic for (redefined) modifying application
primitives in general, and it is thus reasonable to interprete
these operations as being virtual by definition, the virtual
property being implicit by the mop-declarator.
Consider a formal call-by-reference variable v, local to some
operator Q. The required discipline with respect to redeclared
primitives, as expressed by (3-18), now ensures for the local
context of Q that: the abstract effect of applying a modifying
primitive to the formal parameter vis independent of the type
of the actual parameter in any particular invocation of Q,
provided the operation terminates normally (see case F below).
In other words, the formal effect on v, as experienced local
to Q, is independent of whether a subtype version of the primitive is invoked or not. Roughly speaking, we may therefore, in
the formal context, consider v as a variable of the formally
specified type.
This allows us to state what we shall call the formal effect
of an operator, i.e. tne effect as it can be described in terms
of the formally specified parameter types. For the above
example a natural description would be:
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cardinal(v U {i,j })~ 100 & P;U{i,j}

Iinclude ( i, j , v) !
p

ln general the actual effect, as experienced by a calling
sequence, will only be determined up to a level of ~quivalences
by the formal effect.
It may seem reasonable to restrict the formal parameter sequences of all declared versions of a primitive to be identical.
For the redeclarations of insert and remove considered in
sec. 3.2. this was quite natural, however, for certain applications it is useful to allow a parameter of a subtype primitive
to be of a subtype of the corresponding super-primitive paramater.
We shall illustrate this by considering redeclarations of the
assignment operation.
It is useful within an operator declaration, to provide a
mechanism for checking whether an actual call-by-reference
parameter belongs to a given subtype of the one formally specified or not. For tnis purpose we introduce the language
constructions:
when t : Udo
when t : U take

(state:oent)
(expression)

where U must be a subtype of the one specified fort. It is
understood that any operation defined on U may be applied to
t within the above statement or expression.
Consider now an operation of the form
,£E. Q(v: Y§;E T)

= ------ v.becomes(t) ----;

where t : T and the type T provides a declaration of "becomes"
mop becomes(const t : T) = ---------;
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For each elemantary subtype U of T we shall now see how the
assignment operation may be redefined and what will be the
effect of an operator statement Q(u) where, var u: U.

In this case no redefinition of "becomes" is needed, moreover,
the actual effect of Q(u) is fuily described by the formal
one (trivially).

The assignment operation must be redefined to update the additional component(s) d E'S). In general d must (and can)
be computed from the given value of the argument t, however,
if so happens that tha actual parameter is of type U or a
subtype, these components are already available. The redefined
becomes operator can thus be described informally by:
mop becomes (canst t : T) =
begin this T.becomes(t) ;
d:= when t : U take t . d.else D(t)

where D(t) computes the desired value of the. additional components. For maxintsetE this operation amounts to finding the
maximum element of the new set . Also in this case the actual
effect of Q(u) is fully described by the formal one since
no abstract changes have been introduced.

For the following two subtype constructives we have CJ U ~ Cf T.x.'9
and it is realized that the formal effect of Q only describes
the actual effect up to the level of equivalences determined
by T. Looking back to the operation "include", it is clear that
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we can "formally" tell nothing about the final order of the
elements of an actual smallintsequence, or the number of occurrences of each element in an actual intmultiset, and normally
we must accept this. We are, however, entitled to conclude e.g.
s = s 0 & cardinal(s 0 u{i,jl)~ 100
{include(i,j,s)}
s

=

s 0 u {i, j

l

considering only the set properties of s. Moreover, this
may well be sufficient for our purposes.
Concerning the assignment operation, we may find it the most
natural for both cases C and D below, to completely refuse
arguments of the supertype T, and thus redeclare
mop

becomes(const u: U) = -----;

In the following we explore the redeclarations of "becomes"
when we prefer to allow supertype arguments.
C:

' {JU =

T (;

To be abstractly well-defined it is always necessary to redeclare the becomes operation since, otherwise, constructions
of the form
u.becomes(t)
with u: U and t : Twill have the abstract effect of assigning,
~-aspects to U at random, i.e. depending on the particular
representation oft. For a smallintsequence variable the
result will be a random ordering of tne final sequence.
Tne redeclaration takes the general form:
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mop becomes(const t : T) =
this T.becomes(when t : U take t else U(t));
where U(t) provides some default value such that

For smallintsequence this mig.ht e.g. correspond to sorting
the elements of a smallintset v:ilue.

As observed in sec.3.1. the supertype-becomes may correspond
to a meaningful subtype operation e.g. leaving the ?-aspects
of a subtype variable unaltered. However, it may also be
necessary to redefine the operation in order to provide a welldefined subtype version. Moreover, even if the supertype
operation can be applied concistently to subtype variables it
will not correspond very well to the abstract idea of an assignment operation,sinc c the attained value of a variable will
depend on its value prior to the operation. Well-defined or
not, we therefore suggest the following general form for a
redeclaration:
mop

becomes(const t : T) =
begin this T.becomes(t);
d:= when t : U take t.d. else
_,
end·

D(t)

where D(t) provides a default value such that
(t.c, D(t)) E

(}u.

With respect to intmultiset a suitable default would be to
let each element of a smallintset value have multiplicitly
one.
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Again, since, ~U = <fT' the actual effect of Q(u) is completely described by the formal one.
The becomes operation must be redefined to preserve the stronger
invariant on ~u·
ciop becomes(const t : T) =
this T.becomes(~ t : U take t

~

U(t));

where U(t) transforms the representation oft to be within
~u· For sortedintset this transformation amounts to actually
sorting the concrete elements oft.

In a debugging context the natural redefinition of the becomes
operation will be:
mop becomes(const t : T) =
~ t : U d o ~ T.becomes(t) else
if t E U ~ this T.becomes(t) else error;
where the informal construction t EU indicates an explicit
check of whether t belongs to the abstract and concrete subset
or not. For posintset this amounts to checking each element
oft to be positive.
Consider now the effect of the operation Q(u). E'ven if the
formal effect of Q implies that the final value of u is within
the range of the restricted abstract space, there may be intermediate modifications of u, i.e. formal modifications, which
overrule this restriction and consequently causing an abnormal
terraination. However, for debugging purposes Suen formal modifications may well be the kind of intricate bugs we want to
find.

-85 G and H:

U c T x history ,

/)

(o

Uc

/)

lo T,

The difference between the two coristructives, i.e.
and (;U c{;T, is not essential in the present context and
we therefore treat them together.
The natural assignment operation in this case, was in fact
investigated in ch. 2 (sec. 2.5 1 • The general form of tile
redeclared becomes operation is:
mop becomes( t : T) =
begin
( historic pre-actions);
tnis T.becomes(t);
(historic post-actions)

The actual effect of Q(u) is fu.lly described by tile formal one
as far as tile abstract value of u is concerned: As observed
in cn.2, the history is recorded by each modification of tile
formal parameter internal to Q, and tile effect cannot therefore
in general be seen as a single assignment to the actual variable.
In a sense we are in a similar situation as under F above,
since the details of the internal actions of Qare not totally
invisible and insignificant as seen from the calling sequence.

In general, a non-remote invocation of a mop, i.e. local
to the type declaration in question, must be interpreted
virtually. This is evidenced by the following example.
~

~ T = (p,q,r)

q ---;
begin mop p=
,
r
mop q=
mop r= ---------;
end T;

.

U =TX (s)
begin mops=
this T.q ---;

mop q= ----------------;
mop r= ----------------;
end U;

Consider now the operation u.p with e.g. var u:U.

Tile operator
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statement "q", local top, will then invoke t.he redeclared
U-version of qa It is understood that the this construction
will break through the virtuality; throughout the life time
of the operation "this T.q~' invoked from the operator s above,
t he environments of q is considered as a T-variable, In particular this means tnat the operation, in its turn, will invoke
the T-version of r nnd not the one redeclared in U.
There is no reason for restricting the virtual mechanism to
modifying primitives only. For non-modifying primitives,
however, we prefer to state explicitly that redeclarations
should be interpreted virtually, e.g.
virt .£E. P( ) ------;
It is understood that also the constructors of a type may be
redeclared in a subtype, in fact, this will often be necessary
in order to establish a consistent initial value of a subtype
variable. Usually, the compiler will be able to determine
which version of a constructor that should be invoked in a
declaration or call-by-initialize transmission. Consider,
however, a virtual primitive local to some type, e.g.
mop P( init

Y.§:_£

t : T) = -------;

and an invocation of this primitive
P( cons )
where "cons" is a declared constructor of T. If we allow the
formal parameter to be o fa T-subtype in a redeclaration of F,
the compiler cannot in general determine the desired version
of 11 cons 11 in the above example. To overcome problems of this
kind we may agree that constructors, like modifying primitives,
are virtual by definition.
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We may find it useful to declare also virtual operators as
macros since the virtual bindings in many situations may
be resolved at compile-time. For such macros the compiler
~ust provide special procedure (proc) versions wnich can
be invoked in contexts where the virtual bindings must be
determined at run-time
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Further Applications.

In the preceeding it has been useful to allow the body of a
subtype declaration to have unlimited access to the components
~f the supertype, in fact~ the subtype constructives C, E and
G critically depend on such access since they either discriminate equivalent supertype representations ( C and G ), or
restrict the range of each equivalence class ( E ). In a
context of bottom-up program ccnstruction, this kind of access
is useful when a subtype is introduced at the same time or
level as the corresponding supertype. For subtypes introduced
at higher levels, h~wever, we are in general not interested
in having this freedom; on the constrary, such subtypes should
be restricted, as the rest of the program, to communicate with
the supertype through the specified application primitives
exclusively.
A particularly interesting kind of higher level subtypes are
those we may construct from the basic types. Consider for
example the following subtype, which implements access to the
history of real variables.
~

maxreal = real x (max)
begin var mx: real;
.£E max: real= max:=mx;
mop becomes(x: real)=
begin this real:=x;
if x > mx then mx:=x end;
mx:=0;
comment we assume that a real variable is in1tialized
(by the supertype) to 0
end maxreal;

It is understood that variables of a basic-subtype may appear
as arguments to any basic type operation, e.g.
var r,s: maxreal, x: real;
x:= x + r-..s;
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In this case only the supertype (i.e. basic) properties of
rands are considered. We also agree that the identifier
"becomes" in a basic-subtype declaration has a special significance so that the compiler will interprete a construction
:J f the form "r:= e" as an abbreviation for 11 r.becomes(e) 11 •
An~ther example, relating to a simulation framework, is a type
to accumulate the "time-integral" of e.g. real variables.
This type will make reference to a non-local real operator
"time" which, at any instant, identifies the s.:.mulated system
time.
~

accumreal = real x (integral)
begin~ S,t : real;
.£l2. integral: real=
integral:=S+(time-t)*this real;
mop becomes(x: real)=
begin S:=integral;
t:=time;
this real:=x
end becomes;
S:=0; t :=time
end accumreal;

A third example applies to a debugging context by printing
a message each time a real variable is modified. To identify
a particular variables in the output a "sequence number generator"
is called when a variable is initialized.
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debugreal = real x
begin var id : integer;
mop becomes(x: real)=
begin this real:=x;
output ("variable", id, 11 := 11 , x)
end;
sequencenurnber(id);
output ("variable", id, "initialized to 0")
end debugreal;

~

Observe tnat tne sequencenurnber operation must be expected
to have side effects on the environments of tne variable in order
to produce a unique number on each invocation. Moreover, tne
11 printfile" is modified by each assignment operation and tne
initialization. Such type declarations seem to be convincing
examples of the u.sefulnes of "illegal" non-local side effects,
which are not even benevolent in the sense used previously.
After all, tnis being a debugging facility, we nave already implicitly assume tnat some rulee must have been broken
elsewhere in our program.
In this context of lawlessness we find an interesting parallel
to the inner-mechanism of Simula. It is tnere mainly being
used to divide tne statements of a "process" (class-instance)
into pre-actions and post-actions. For our types the preactions correspond to the initialization of a variable, whereas
the post-actions will correspond to actions performed at its
"end-of-life", i.e. at the time of exit from its declaring
block instance. For debugging or program analysis it might
e.g. be interesting to print out the number of times we nave
modified a variable, at tne time of its termination:
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freqreal = debugreal x
begin Y§.E f : integer;
mop becomes(x: real)=
begin this debugreal:=x;
f:=f+1 _,
end·
f:=0;
inner;
output( 11 variable 11 , id, "terminates witn freq=", f)

end

freqreal;
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We shall here lean on the implementation sketched in sec.
~.10. The major additional difficulty introduced in this
chapter is presented by the virtual mechanism and the fact
that the compiler doe3 not know precicely which version
of an operator to invoke in some situations. These situations are the ones where a vir~ual operation is to be
invoked local to a call-by-reference parameter, or from
within a type declaration,(from a part of the declaration
which is not macro invoked). With respect to the latter
situation, we suggested in ch. 2 that access to the enclosing type instance of a type local operator (or the body
itself) should be provided through an implicit call-byreference parameter, in which case the situation reduces
to the former kind.
Clearly the actual identity of a virtual operator which
is to be invoked on a formal call-by-reference parameter
is uniquely determined by the type of the dynamically corresponding actual parameter, which indicates that the 11 type 11
should be supplied as part of the identification or description of such an actual parameter. At run-time the
"type" may be suitably represented as the unique address
of a storage block containing information about the declared virtual operators of the type declaration, such as
the addresses of the respective object codes. This corresponds closely to a prototype as known to Simula implamentors, (cfr. Simula [11] ), and we snall henceforth
refer to such datablocks by this name. We thus suggest
that each type/subtype has its own associated prototype
where the information about the same, i.e. redeclared,
virtual operator is found at some fixed offset from the
basic entry address of the prototype. For a subtype where
a virtual operator is not redeclared, the information about
the supertype operator is inherited in the sub-prototype.
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by a pair of addresses, one to its data-instance and one
to its associated prototype, and the compiler may pick up
the correct version of a virtual operator through the prototype address. The construction "this T11 may be represented by a pair of addresses in the same way, the latter
being the one of the prototype of T.
We also let each prototype contain a pointer to its associated super-prototype at some fixed offset, common for
all prototypes. The descriminator 11 t:T 11 , used in the constructions "when t:T do/take", may then be implemented by
picking up the prototype pointer oft and tracing the supertype point~rs until the prototype of Tor the empty prototype is reached, signifying "true" and "false" respectively.
It is suggested as a fruitful restriction that a subtype
must be declared in the same block as its supertype in
order that a concatenated subtype instance, as a whole,
shall have a unique, single block instance as its environment.

CHAPTER 4

PARAMETRIZED TYPES

In ch. 3 we have dealt with the implementation of common
properties shared by a number of types, at each level of implementation, seleJtively concentrating on the similarities
of the types in question and ignoring the differences. Frequently, it is more convenient to consider families of similar
types which may well differ in their relevant descriptive
properties, but where the differences somehow appear in a
strictly systematic way. It would for example be useful if
we could define a whole family. of 11 emallset 11 types for sets
with maximum cardinalities other than 100 or even with elements
of types other than integer, without being forced to rewrite
the essentially equivalent type declarations. In general
such systematic differences can be introduced by parametrization of a family declaration;
family

F( (formal parameters))= (family definition)

each type or family member being determined by a particular
actual parameter sequence. A family declaration may be modelled on our previous type declaration in a way such that
the (family definition), roughly speaking, conforms to
a ( type definition), after substitution of actual parameters
for tha formal ones according to some suitable rules. With
reference to the above suggested smallset family, or previous
smallintset type will then correspond to e.g."smallset(integer,100)"
Observe that such parametrization will be reflected in our abstract
description of a declared family, as shown below for the smallsetfamily.
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The description of a given member of the family is obtained
by systematically substituting the actual parameters for the
formal ones throughout the family description. Notice, also
that we can prove the correctness of the implementation of
the entire farr:ily (if, indeed, it is correct), subjected only
to some additional constraints on the actual parameters.
In the above case we shall obviously depend on the fact that
the maximum cardinality n is non-negative.
We have observed the convenience of using types as parameters
to a !.amily. It is fairly obvious that the presence of such
parameters will enforce a multicompilation of at least parts
of the family declaration, for the different combinations
of type-parameters actually used in a program. In an implementation of 11 smallset 11 it is e.g. not reasonable to assume
that insertion of an element in a set-variable can be baadled
by the same piece of object code independently of the type
of the set-elements. For usual "value-parameters" we may,
however, rely on compilation - and parameter transmission
techniques used for e.g.procedures. Generalized we may
distinguish between compile-time parameters and run-time parameters to a family declaration, and in the following we prefer
to investigate the two kinds separately.
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In the following we shall be concerned with t.he kind of para-meters considered in the previous chapters, i.e. simple parameters of the basic types or our suggested large- types. Other
kinds of parameters, as e.g . procedures, may be introduced
in a relatively straightforward manner. Consider now the
following family declaration .
famil:1: smallintset(maxsize:integer) = (size, has, insert,remove)
E~gin v~ m~ integer, S: [maxsize] integer;
_end smallintset;
It is understood that family parameters of the basic types
are called-by-value . Questions of large-type parameters
will be discussed in sec. 4.1.1 .
Clearly, family parameters must be assumed to remain constant
during the life time of a particular variable. In the above
case, for example, it will have strange, if not disastrous
effects if the maxsize-parameter should be exposed to modi-fications . We therefore agree that modifying operations,
by definition, do not apply to the formal parameters of a
family declaration. This also means that we can meaningfully
use constructions like
~

intset100 = smallintset(100)

to associate an explicit name with a particular family member.
Such constructions will be referred to as _type equivalence
declarations whenever we want to emphasize their special
nature as compared to the £rO£er type declarations considered
previously. In particular, there is no need for restrictions
as to where a type equivalence declaration may occur in a
program, (cfr. sec 2.10 and 3. 6) . Variables of parametrized
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var s,t ~ intset100,
u,v: smallintset(50);
As we shall see, an implementation may take advantage of the
constant nature of family parameters, by allocating the actual
parameter sequences separately, so that several variables may
share the same instance of parameter values. This corresponds
to associating a type-generating operation with each dynamic
occurence of the form F( (actual parameters)), and we shall
thus refer to such constructions as type generatorE.
In general we shall want to be able to provide expressions
other than literals as actual parameters to a type generator.
It is therefore unreasonable to require that an implementation
sho~ld realiz e that two or several variables belong to the
same type, unless they appear in the same declaration list
as u and v above, or their respective declarations r e f er t o the
same t ype identi fi er as e. g . "intset100". This means that

a

we shall not
pri ori consider any of the variables declared in
tne below example to be of tne same type.
var x: intset100,
y: smallintset(100),
z : smallintset(100);
We ma y c onveniently allow tne family parameters associated
with a particular variable to be accessed by dot notation
as tnoug h they were application primitives, e.g.
x.maxsize.
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For a call-by-reference parameter it is useful not to insist
on a complete formal specification of the parameter type, i.e.
we may allo w s p ecification of merely the family. Consider
for example:
Q.E. :P(var t : smallintset)

=

begin
if t.size < t.maxsize then t.insert(i);

Observe the convenience of the construction "t.maxsize" in
this context.
There is, of course, no reason to forbid a stronger qualification of a formal call-by-reference parameter, by actually
specifying a required type . We should then, however, insist
that the sepcification is made in terms of a type identifier,
i.e. not a type generator, in order to recognize tnat actual
parameters are of the same required type. For operators
declared local to a family declaration we introduce parameter
type specifications of the form
(family identifier) this
to indicate that a parameter is required to be of the same
type as the variable whi c h constitutes tne environments of
a particular invocation of the operator . E.g.
family smallintset(maxsize : integer)=
begin ----mop becomes(const t : smallintset this)=---;
end·,

__
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exactly the same typs as t. Similar to the notation used in
en. 3, we shall write "this snallintset" in order to identi£y
the environment variable itself, i.e. not only its type.
Also for call-by-initialize parameters it may be useful to
allow specifications which only determine a family, e.g.
_££ I? ( ini t

const . c : smallin-~set) =

------ '.

However, we must then be able to infer tne exact type from
tne actual constructor. To meet this requirement we introduce
tne below indicated notation applicable to constructors.
F(unitset(j) : smallintset(1)).
Observe tnat there is no need t o waste storage witn more than
a 11 smallintset(1) 11 since the formal parameter is nere a const.
It is understood that the type indicator of an actual constructor may be omitted when the formal specification provides
tne exact type. This also means tnat we may conveniently allow
such formal specifications to be made in terms of type generators as well as type identifiers.
In the present context array types may be interpreted as members
of certain specialized families, e.g.
"family integer array(size : integer)= ------ 11
"family real array(size : integer)=-------"
where constructions like "[n] integer", by definition, mean
"integer array(n) 11 • Moreover, recall that array types in
general should be considered as large-types. It is thus
natural to introduce type equivalence declarations and parameter specifications applicable to arrays as indicated below .

..tu&. narray = [n] integer;
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QE P(~ A: narray,

B : []integer)=-----;
B: [ J integer, C : [n]integer)=
Q.P. Q(init Ya.£ A : narray,
_____ ;
_.

Notice that we do not allow call-by·-reference specifications
of the form" P : [n]integer ", i.e. in terms of a type genera-tor.
The size of an array may be accessed by remote-constructions
like "A.size".
For initialization of arrays we may introduce standard constructors, e.g.
Y.§:E

T.all(i) : narray.

In this case all components of Tare assumed to be given
the initial value i .
In terms of this constructor , an invocation of the above
indicated Q may n~v take the form:
Q( all(i ) , all(j) : [15]integer, all(k) ).

Notice that a type indicator is required for the second parameter.
Large-type parameters to family declarations may conform to
the above rules, with the following obvious restri ctions :
1)

The specifier~ is meaningless . Moreover, since canst
is the only alternative, it may be omitted in a specification . We thus allow
family F(t : T, init u: U) = -----

for call-by-reference and call-by-initialize respectively.
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2)

Variables cannot be accepted as actual call-by-reference
(const) parameters to a type generator since the life
time of the parameter-sequence-instance generated superceeds that of the type generator. I.e. an actual callby-reference parameter will continue to be referenced
from this instance, and must consequently not be subjected
to modifications.

We now consider a family declar:ation for modelling the con-

cept of frequency histograms, based on the example given by
Dahl [10]. The partition of the real axis which identifies
the intervals of a histogram may suitably be given as a callby-reference array parameter P assumed to be ordered ascendingly
i.e.
( - c:,,

P [ 1]), ( P [ 1], P [2]), -----, (P [n] ,co ) •

The observations may them be tabulated in an array component
H, such that H[i] is the number of observations falling in the
i'th interval.
family histogram(P: [ J real)= (freq 7 tabulate)
begi£ ~ m : int ege r, H: [P.size+1] integer;
.££ fre q(i : integer) : real=
freq:= if m IO then H[i]/m else 0;
mop tabulate(x: real)=
beg i n ~ i : int eger;
i := 1; while P [i] < x do
be~ i:=i+1;
if i > F.size then goto endtabulate
end·,
endtabulate: H[i] :=H[i] +1; m:=m+1
end tabulate;
m := O;
begin var i : intege r;
for i := 1 to H.size do H(i]:=0
end
end histogram;

__
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Notice the use of a sub-block for the initialization of H
to avoid that the loop-variable i is allocated as a component
of a histogram-variable.
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4.1.2.
Subfamilies.
-'----------We now investigate the effects of combining the parametii~ation- and subtype mechanisms. Slightly generalized this
leads immediately to the concept of subfamilies, where each
suufamily member is a subtype of a unique member of the superfamily. A special case arises when the superfamily degenerates
to a type.
As an example consider a subfamily of our repnrased smallintset, similar to the posintset-type of ch. 3, but where we allow
set members of some arbitrarily given interval of the integers
rather than just positive ones.
family boundintset(l,u) = smallintset x
begin
mop insert( i : integer)=
if l< i< u then this smallintset.insert(i)
else error( 11 set member- outsude interval")
end boundins et;
Members of a subfamily, i.e. subtypes, are determined by type
constructors with concatenated actual parameter sequences,
as shown in the below variable declarations.
var t : boun dintset( ,00,-50 ,50),
u: boundintset(100,m,n).
To indicate that two subtype variables actually bel ong to the
same supertype , we allow a supertype to be explicitly named
as a part of a type generator, e.g.
var v : .mtse t100 x boundintset (-50, 50),
w : intset100 Xboundints e t(m,n),
whe reby the actual paramet er sequenc e s are reduced accordingly.
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The variables v and w may now be used as e .g. actual parameters
corresponding to a formal call-by-reference specified as intset100,
whereas this is not expected to be possible fort or u above.
It is understood that type constructors as those in the above
examples may be used also in type equivalence declarations
and formal call-by-inicialize specifications. For call-byreference parameters we should not allow specifications in
terms of type-generators (cfr. sec. 4.1.1.). Instead we may
introduce specificarions of the form
~

p : intset100 x boundintset

to indicate that the actual parameter is required to be of an
intset100-subtype in the boundintset family. In this case
o •.: Lt1
variables v and w declared above may be used as actual
parameters, while t and u may not. Suen family specifications,
prescribing a specific supertype, may also be applied to callby-initialize parameters . A type indicator must then be
appended to tne a8tual constructor, e.g.
unitset(J) : intset100 x boundintset(a,b)
where the supertyp e determined by the type indicator must be
identical to the one prescribed in the formal spesification.
(we assume that the constructor 11 unitset 11 has been redeclared
for the boundintset family, s o as to chect. the consistency
of the set element) .
"Family equivalence declarations " may be introduced as indicated
by
family boundset100 = intset100 x bcundintset;
var
b : boundset ·r00( -50,50).
We may also consider subfamily- and subtype declarations of
the form
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family F(p) = smallintset(100) X - - - - - ;
family G(q) = intset100 x boundintset X
,.
= intset100 x
.!~ T

----;

~n particular, the subtype declarations considered in ch. 2.
all correspond to declarations of tne latter form, since our
fonner smallintset type now corresponds to intset,00.
As in tne previous chapter, the basic types give rise to an
interesting class of subfamilies. We snall restrict ourselves
here to consider one example relating to a debugging context:
family boundreal(l,u) = real x
begin mop becomes(x: real)=
if 1 < x < u then this real:=x else
error(11boundreal out of range");
this real:=l

---

Notice tnat the initialization statement must be redefined
to be consistent with tne bounds.
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Implementation.

We have already mentioned tnat the constant nature of the
family parameters may be utilized by allocating separate
actual-parameter-instances which may be snared by several
variables. Extending the implementation suggested in ch.3,
(sec. 3.6), a variable will tnen be identified at run-time
by a triple of addresses, namely those of tne prototype,
tne parameter-instance, and tne variable-data-instance. To
indicate the correspondence with our program constructions
we shall in the following refer to the data-instances as
tne family object, the type object, and the variable object,
respectively.
Consider tne following sequence of declarations.
family F(p,q:V) = ----------;
~ T

= F(a,b);

vars: T;
It is understood tnat the declarations may occur in different
blocks, i.e. environments. The type object generated by tne
type equivalence declaration may be allocated in the local
workspace of the environment of that declaration, and tne
identifi er Twill thus have mu.ch the same significanse as
one introduced in a constant declaration. The above variable
swill be completely determined by tne triple ( 11 s 11 , 11 T11 , 11 F 11 ) ,
where the quoted identifiers denote tne associated dataobject-addresses. More involved applications of type generators may now be explained by introducing fictitious type
equivalence declarations, e.g.
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t,u.: F(a,b),

will at run-time correspond to the sequence of declarations;
F(a,b);
var t,u : a.;

~a,=

whereby the allocated type object is brought out explicitly
and given a name.
It is understood t11at only type e_quivalence dec1arations including type generators will represent type objects at runtime, i.e. declarations like
~

T = U,

merely serve to establish compile -time equivalenc es . The
same is true for family equivalence declarations in general.
Consider for example the foll owing subfamily of the above F:
family G(r,s:W) = ] x ----------;
1

The declarations
family H = F(a,b)
~ u : H(c,d);

X

G;

will at run-time correspond to
~

o.= F(a, b);
~ ~ = a . X G(c,d);
var u : fl;
whereas the family H will only be represented at compile time as the equivalence: 11 H:;;: a. r- G 11
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For declarations like~ above, it is convenient to let the
associated type object contain the concatenated sequences
of actual parameters, i.e. to contain a copy of the supertype
object a. On the other hand we also want to represent the
relationship that a identifies an explicit supertype of~'
in contrast to G-types like
type p' = G(a',b',c',d')'
where the F-supertype is implicit. This can be done by allocating an extra pointer location for each supertype-level
in the type objects, where each pointer identifies the type
object which represents tt1e relevant supertype, implicit
or explicit. This is clarified by an example:

-------------;
--------;
--------;

family F1(p1) =
famil;y: F2(p2) = F1
famil;y: F3(p3) = F2

X

X

= F·r (a-r);
T3 = T1 X F3(a2,a3);

~ T·;

~

var t : T3;

In this case the F'1 -supertype of T3 is explicitly represented
by T1, while t 11 c F2-supertype is implicit in T3 itself. The
associated data objects are sketched on the following page
together with the data instance of a procedure local to the
variable t, i , e. invoked by e.g. 11 t.l'(----) 11
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"Tt 11

F1 :
p1:

family F1:

sup: NIL

family F2:

sup: "F1"

( a1)

type T3:
p1: (a1)
- - F2: rr•r3 II
p2: (a2)
- - 11 - 11

F3:

)

T3

family F3 :

sup :

F2

11
11
1/ • . .. • . - ' . ' . - ••••

var t:
component
variables
oft

t.P(---):

,__:!)/

I

var: 11 t" .
typ: "T3"
fam: "F3"
I- - I params.
- .. . ... . - . - - . - . - . .

II

&

locals

Consider now tne data instance of tne invoked oper ation
11 t.P(---) 11 , with the implicit reference parameter
q

= ( II t II

'

"

T 3 II

'

II

F3 " ) .

Constructions like "this Fk 11 l ocal t o P may informally be
r epresented by
( q.var, q.typ.Fk,

11

Fk 11

).
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E.g.
this E1 -- (
this F2 = (
this F3 = (
1

t
II t
II t
II

II
II
II

' "T-r"11
"T3
"T3"

F1 II )
II F2 II
)
II F3 II )
II

.

The constructions of the form 11 Fk this 11 ,identifying only a
type, may be represented in a similar way by merely leaving
the variable-object-component out. (No tice that a ~ in
this context is identified by a pair of addresses). Consider
next a call-by-reference parameter p:F, of the formal family
F, where the actual parameter is identified by the triple
p

= ( "v" , "V" , "H" ) ,

for a type V which is a member of a subfamily Hof the formal
F. Constructions like "when p: Udo", where U is a member
of a subfamily G of F, may be implemented in the following
way: Pick up the family object (prototype) address p.fam="H"
and trace the superfamily pointer s until G or the empty superfamily is reached. In the latter case p : U is not satisfied.
In the former case we have established that the actual parameter belongs to a type in the G-family, which guarantees
that tne type object referenced by p .typ ="V" contains a
G-pointer location. The condition p: U is tnerefore satisfied if
p.typ.G

a

11

U11

It is understood that variables of the types considered in
the previous chapters, i.e. not including type objects in
the present sense, will be represented by triples of the f orm:

( "v" ,

NIL , "T" ) ,

i.e. we interprete such types as degenerated families with
only one member.
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As in sec. 3. 6 it is suggested as a fruitful restriction tt1at
a proper subtype/-family declaration is restricted to occur
in tne same block as the associated p,r oper super declaration.
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Family Declarations with Compile-Time Parameters.

Because of the different nature of the compile-time and runtime parameters we prefer to separate them syntactically in
two parameter sequences:
family F ((c ompile-time par.);(run-time par.))=------;
We may now consider family equivalence declarations of the
form

family E'A = F((actual c ompil e-time par.)),
where FA corresponds to a family as dealt with in the previous
section, i.e. with only the run-time parameters of F remaining.
Suen declarations may be handled at compile-time by systematically substituting tne actual parameters for tne formal
ones tnro ugno ut tne family declaration F. The resulting
declaration, whi ch is of the form
family E'A((run-time par .))=-------may then be actually compiled .
More involved applications of compile -time parametrized families may be explained by introducing fictitious e quivalenc e
declarati ons similar t o tne one above. For example
var f : F(ac;ar),
will correspond to
family a= F (ac) ;
::@:E f : a (ar);
or equivalently ,
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family a= F(ac);
~ 13 = a(ar);
var f : 13;
Evidently, formal specification of compile-time parameters
is not strictly necessary, since meaningless actual parameters will be detected during an actual compilation. However,
it is an advantage if the consistency of the actual family
declaration, at least to some extent, can be established
from the original or formal one, by performing a "partial
compilation" of this declaration. In particular, certain
kinds of inconsistencies may be det ected, or more easily detected, already at this point if formal parameter specifications are supplied . In the following we shall be mainly
interested in type-parameters* to family declarations, and
we introduce the notation indicated below for formal specification of such.
family F ( ~ T : G; ------) =

------- '.

wnere G identifies a previously declared family (or type).
The corresponding actual type must then be a member of a
sub-family(type) of G. The formal type identifier is restricted
to appear in contexts local to F where any such actual type
is meaningful . In particular, we may only apply G-operations
to a component var t : T local to F. For the basic types we
introduce the rpe:;ial family specifiers: 11 basic 11 and 11 arithinetic 11 •
* By a type-parameter we mean a parameter which identifies
a type, whereas by a family parameter we mean a parameter
to a family declaration .
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To "basic"-compenents only the assignment operation and the
relations= and~ applies, while, in addition, the standard
arithmetic operations and relations apply to 11 aritnmetic"compenents. It may also be convenie~t to provide a specifier
"any", which accepts any actual type. An example of this is
given in the f'ollowing section. To 11 any 11 -components no operations
apply!
We may now declare the smallset family mentioned previously:
family smallset(~ T: arithmetic; n: integer)=(---)
begin Y.9:f. m : integer, S: (n]T;
2£. has(t : T) : boolean - -----;
end smallset;
The smallintset family of sec. 4. ·1. then corresponds to:
family smallintset = smallset(integer);
It is understood that a formal identifier may be used
in the specification of a run-time parameter, e.g.
family histogram(~ T: arithmetic; P: [ JT) = ----;
For subfamilies we prefer to concatenate the different parameter sequences of the sub- and super-declarations separately,
e.g.
famil;z
family

]?(!YE£ T

G(~ u

----------var t .. F(V,;
u

.

..

V; p

W; q

a)'

G(V,, W1; a,

b);

..
..

:P) = -----;
Q) = -----;
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It is understood that simple family identifiers like 11 smallset 11
may not be used in specifications of any formal run-time parameters, (cfr. sec. 4.1.1). For such specifications we must require
that all compile-time parameters of the specifying family are
determined; i.e. a family specification of a run-time parameter
must represent an actually compiled family.
The compiler may keep a record of the various actual compiletime parameter sequences for which a particular family declarati on has been compiled. It will thus not be necessary to
multicompile the declaration for identical parameter sequences.
For example, the typ e s
smallset(int eger; n)
and
smallset(integer; 100)
may use the sarne compiled version of small set, namely
11 smallset(integer) 11 •
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Consider now the exaruple
~

s = ------;

family F ( ~ T : smallset; k: integer)= S

X

----- '

var m,n;

~

smallintsetm: smallset(integer; m);
~ smallintsetn = smallset(integer; n);
family FM = F( smallintsetm);
family FN = F(smallintsetn);
~ U

=

~ V

= FN( -1 0);

FH(5);

This illustrates two aspects of type-parameters:
1)

For both actual parameters "smallintsetr.1 11 and 11 smallintsetn11 we may extract a common compile-time part, namely
"srnallset(integer) 11 , which determines the same compiled
version of smallset. This common part is sufficient
as an actual compile-time parameter in order to provide
a compiled version of F, and consequently, this version
may be shared by FM and FN. In return we must supply
the specific actual types as run-time parameters, i.e. we
must allocate a pointer to the actual type object "smallintsetm11 or 11 smallints e tn 11 together witn the normal
run-t.ime parameter 11 5 11 or 11 10 11 , in the type objects
associated with U and V above .

2)

If we insist tnat t .he concatenated instances of the
family declaration resulting from e.g . F(srnallintsetm)
should have a unique, single environment instance, we
should require that this declaration can be compiled in the
same enviror.uients as the declarations F and S,
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which means that the actual parameter must be meaningful
in tnat context. The alternative is to recompile the
supertype S, together with :F'( smallintsetm) in the environments where the latter actually occurs. Clearly this
is what we must de if we interprete 11 smallintsetm 11 directly
as the actual compile-time parameter, since it is declared
and bound in a local context. However, if we take the
actual parameter to be only the compile-time part,
11 smallset(integer) 11 , as under 1), we may compile the
resulting declaration in the desired context.
Notice that the family 11 smallset 11 must be meaningful in the
context of the declaration F, since it actually appears in
that declaration as a specifier. The compile-time part of
tne actual type parameter must therefore also be meaningful
in the context of F, since it is required to be of a subfamily of 11 smallset 11 1 and since proper subfamily declarations
must occur in tne same block as tne super-declaration. Similar
arguments apply in general, as long as the formal specifier
is not 11 any 11 • Replacing the specifier 11 smallset 11 with "any"
in the above example, we are left with the alternative of
recompiling the supertype Sin the local context.
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4.3_.___G_e_,n_e_r_a_l_i_z_e_d_A_r_r_a_y_S_t_r_u_c_t_ur_e_s_.

In this section we show now generalized array structures may
be defined in terms of family declarations, with a minimum of
additional mechanisms.
Consider the following family declaration, intended to cover
usual two-dimensional arrays with arbitrary integer bounds:
family matrix(t.Y,££ T : any; 11, u1, 12, u2 : integer)=
begin const c2 = u2-12+1, LBE = l ·r*c2+12-1 : integer;
~array: [c2*(u1-l1+1)JT;
2£ index(i,j : integer) : integer=
if l 1 ~ i :5- u1 & 12 ~ j ~ u2 then
index::i*c2+j-LBE
else error( "subscript out of range");
end matrix;
The constants c2 and LBE identify tne "Cardinality of 2.dimension"
and tne 11 Lower Bound Effect" respectively, in the standard
Algol implementation sense. All we now need is to let the
identifiers "array" and 11 index 11 have a special significance
(cfr.becomes), and agree on the following equivalence:
M(i,j] ~M.array[M.index(i,j)]
wnere e.g.
var M: matrix(real ; 1,n,1,m),
is similar to the Algol declaration
real array M[ ·r :n, 1 :mJ.
It is a matter of taste wnether "array" and "index" snould
be stated in an application list of tne family declaration,
or not, i.e. wnether tnese identifiers snould be explicitly
accessible or only implicitly through the above equivalence .
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As shown by the example, const-components may conveniently
be used to "freeze " family-parameter-expressions which will
be frequently referenced by the primitives of a family. In
an i mplementation, such constants may be separated from the
ocher components and allocated together with the family parameters.

a

We conclude with an exampl e of a family declaration for
priori symmetric matrices, where we only represent the lower
triangel. The matrices are expected to conform to the semiAlgol patte rn: T array(1:n, 1:n].
family symmatrix(type T: any; n: integer)=
begin~ array: [(n+1)*n]T;
£E index(i,j : integer) : integer=
index:= if i < j then (j-1)*j¾2+i
else (i-1)*i+2+j;
end symmatrix;
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